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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to consider the implications
of the petrography (particularly textures) and petrology
of stony meteorites. The meteorites are of great import-
ance to geologists and geophysicists, because they are a
key to the origin, evolution and constitution at depth
of the earth.

A classification, and descriptions of the types of meteo-
rites are given. Nineteen microphotographs are included,
with brief descriptions.

It is concluded that some chondrites are analogous to sed-
imentary rocks others to metasediments. The question of
the source of the chondrules is posed. The possibility
that they represent primary condensations from cooling
solar matter is investigated: pressures and temperatures
within a contracting cloud of gas (Emden sphere) are
plotted; on the basis of assumptions made about the angul-
ar momentum of the cloud, the approximate size of the cloud
becomes unstable is predicted; assuming that the gas spun
off cooled adiabatically, it is shown that it would pass
through the liquid field in the Si0 2 and Fe phase diagrams,
allowing the condensation of liquid droplets (chondrules).
It is proposed that differences in composition between the
various particle size fractions might account for the ter-
restrial planetary densities, and the meteoritic iron
groups. Measurements of the composition of olivine crystals
by optical means, in fifteen chondrites, appear to support
the postulated compositional difference between the chon-
drules and the finer dust particles.

The possibility that the non-chondrites are the product of
re-melting of the core of a parent meteorite planet (init-
ially of homogeneous, chondritic composition) is explored.
Two major difficulties present themselves. It is seen that
the melting and fractional crystallization of chondritic
material would produce rock types in grossly different pro-
portions than those found in the achondrite and iron falls.

nd. it is seen that if a planet were large enough for dia-
monds to be stable in its core half or more of its volume
would be in the stability field of the eclogite minerals
(pyrope garnet, omphacite, coesite) instead of the basal-
tic minerals (plagioclase, forsterite, diopside); eclogite
minerals have never been observed in meteorites. It is
suggested that this volume in the parent meteorite planet
was occupied by dunites and pyroxenites, which do not have
the proper composition to form eclogite minerals, and that
proportions of rock types based on falls are enormously
biased because of the relative weakness of these deep-
seated stony meteorites.
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SILICATE METEORITE STRUCTURES

AND THE ORIGIN OF THE METEORITES

I. INTRODUCTION

A. THE STUDY OF METEORITES*

The phenomenon of stones and iron falling from the sky

has been observed and recorded since the beginning of history.

However, not until 1803, when A fall of stones at L'Aigle,

France, was exhaustively reported on by the physicist Biot,

was the skeptical scientific community convinced that mete-

orites are of extra-terrestrial origin.

From this time meteorites became objects of curiosity,

and were avidly collected by museums. Their study became the

domain of the mineralogists and metallurgists, who described

them and conceived systems of classification according to

chemical composition, mineralogy and texture.

The work of astronomers was largely confined to the fall

phenomenon. Eye-witness reports of many falls have been

critically evaluated and studied. From these, approximate

orbits of the bodies in space could be calculated. Most of

the orbits are clearly elliptic, and there is almost universal

agreement that none are indisputably hyperbolic; thus the

meteorites are a solar system phenomen.

Meteorites apparently are not related to the meteor

* Mostly from Smith, 1950 and Farrington, 191.5
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phenomenon, for the most observed meteorite falls have been

in May and June, while the major meteor showers are in August

and November (Farrington, 1915).

The hypothesis was early advanced that the meteorites,

and probably also the asteroid belt, were debris from the

shattering of one or more planets, which had at one time

travelled in orbits between Mars and Jupiter. Conclusive

proof of this idea has come in recent years with the labora-

tory investigation of the pressure-temperature stability field

of diamond; for the presence of diamond in certain iron and

stone meteorites was detected many years ago. It has been

shown that these meteorites must have once occupied the deep

portion of a body of roughly lunar dimensions or larger

(Urey, 1956).

Thus meteorites furnish an opportunity to study in detail

the interior of a planet. As such, they deserve far more

attention than they have received from geophysicists and geolo-

gists, who could draw useful analogies with the earth, par-

ticularly in studies of its constitution at depth and its early

history (the latter field is virtually untouched). Geochemists

have concerned themselves with meteorites, but usually only

for their estimates of the cosmic abundance of the elements.

In addition, some meteorites may still retain charac-

teristics reflecting the processes by which the terrestrial

planets accreted. If so, they would constitute observational
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ata relative to the formation of the solar system.

No satisfactory general theory relating the various

types of meteorites to a parent meteorite planet has been

proposed. The most significant study of this type has been

made by Harold Urey, who has been interested principally in

the implications of the chemistry of the meteorites.

The writer will attempt to relate the various types of

meteorites to one or more parent meteorite planets, and to

consider the processes involved in the evolution of the planet.

This will be done on the basis of the petrography and chemistry

of the meteorites.

B. BROAD CLASSES OF METEORITES

Some idea of the relative abundance of the different

types of meteorites may be gained by considering the total

number of witnessed falls of each type. Meteorites not seen

to fall (i.e. finds) cannot be counted, for they are weighted

strongly in favor of iron meteorites, which can be readily re-

cognized as such when encountered. Stony meteorites are easily

taken to be terrestrial boulders. The counting of falls is not

completely unbiased either, because stones have a greater ten-

dency than irons to disintegrate and be lost during passage

through the atmosphere; on the other hand, the process of dis-

integration tends to advertise stone falls more effectively

than iron falls.
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The major classes of meteorites, and total number of

falls of each as of 1952 (Prior and Hey, 1953) are as follows:

Stones 5?9 falls*

Chondrites 523

Achondrites 56

Stony-Irons 12

Irons 42

* Plus 49 unclassified stones

Chondrites contain or are composed entirely of rounded,

sometimes spherical silicate chondrules, usually . - 2 mm in

diameter. These are absent in the achondrites, many of which

are similar to terrestrial igneous rocks.

The writer will consider first the chondrites, the largest

major class of meteorite; then the non-chondrites (achondrites,

stony irons, and irons).

II. CHONDRITES AND THE FORMATION OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM

A. OBSERVATIONAL DATA ON

CHONDRITES

1. Classification. The classificational scheme of Prior,

a modification of the more complex Rose-Tschermak-Brezina

system, will be used. Condrites are composed primarily of

5i0 2, MgO, FeO, and Fe. They are classified according to

bulk chemical analyses (not by observable mineralogy, as the
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L~ane~s imply) as in Table 1.

Table 1.

Classification of Chondrites

Name MgO/FeO Metallic

Enstatite-chondrite 9 13

Bronzite-olivine-chondrite 9-4 13-8

Hypersthene-olivine-chondrite 4-2 8-2

Content of metallic iron decreases downward in the table.

To these names are added modifying adjectives, as

follows.

Color:

White

Intermediate

Gray

Black

3bructure:

Crystalline (as terrestrial igneous rocks)

Spherical (containing many spherical chondrules, especially

of the radiating enstatite type (described later),

which do not break with the matrix)

Brecciated

Monomict (involving only one type of meteorite)

Polymict (compounded of several distinct types)
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Va-ined

COLIposition:.

Carbonaceous.

2. Txtures and MiieralMog, Some chondrites consist

entirely of rounded chondrules, either in direct contact with

one another, or embedded in a black matrix. Examples of these

may be seen in Plates I. through VI.*

Petrographic study has shown chondrites to be essentially

random mixtures of a few types of chondrules (Bullard, 1939;

Foshag, 1941). These chondrules, and consequently the chon-

drites are composed almost exclusively of orthopyroxene, **

olivine ((Mg,Fe)2 SiO ), glass, and nickel-iron.

* All plates are microphotographs of thin-sections from a

collection kindly loaned to the writer by Dr. C. Frondel,

Professor of Mineralogy and Curator of the Mineralogical

Museum, Harvard Agassiz Museum. They were taken in plain

polarized light. The enlargement is 46x, so that one inch

equals about one-half millimeter.

** Orthopyroxene: (Mgl-mFem)SiO3

enstatite m < .1

bronzite .l>m >.15

hypersthene m >15
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Plate I.

ALDSWORTH, England

Veined Gray Phondrite.

d 46x, plain polarized light.

9 d 1 mm

o in photograph

vein Chopdrules:

a. Barred olivine in dark glass matrix.

b. Radiating orthopyroxene.

c. Olivine phenocrysts in dark glass matrix.

d. Olivine and Orthopyroxene phenoorysts in dark

glass matrix.

f. Orthopyroxene "sheafs"

g. Orthopyroxene phenocrysts in fibrous ortho-

pyroxene matrix.

The chondrules sometimes blend into one an-

other or are hard to distinguish from the matrix.

Others are quite distinct. large opaque areas

are nickel-iron, but smaller ones (i.e., con-

stricted portions of the veiti) do not reflect

light.
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coarsely crystalline olivine Plate II.

KNYAHINYA, Czeohoslovakia

Polymiot Breociated Gray

h Hypersthens-Chopdrite.

46x, plain polarized light.

e b

d iron 1 mm

chondrule in phQtograph

fine

a olivine

ChondrJes:

a. Barred olivine in dark glass matrix,

b. Radiating orthopyroxene.

o. Olivine phenocrysts in dark glass Matrix.

d4 Olivine and Orthopyroxene phenoqrysts in dark

glass matrix.,

e. Olivine single cyrstals.

h. Devitrified glass.

j. Barred olivine with optically gontinuous rim.

Large opaque areas are nicke-rron, but some of

the opaque matrix does not reflect light. Chondrules

can usually be easily distinguished, Other sections of

Knyahinya (a polymict breccia) are different. All are

chondritic, but some contain much less opaque mater-'

ial than this section.
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Plate III

SERES, Greece

Gray Hyperashene - Chondrite.

46x, plain polarized light.

2a2 mm

in photograph
a1

Phpndrules:

a. Barred olivine in dark glass matrix.

1. Coarsely crystalline orthopyroxene.

j. Barred olivine with optically opptinuous rim.

a indents a2 from the right. The olivine 'bars'

in a2 retain a rough parallelism at the top of the

chondrule -- perhaps a2 (still plastic) was developing

into a normal, parallel barred olivine chondrule until

a (completely solidified) collided with it. Major

opaque areas are metal grains, minor ones do not re-

flect light.
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Plate IV
Finely crystalline olivine

Twinned (?), elongate crys

of Qlivi

? dark g

tals CYNTHIANA, Kentucky,

ne In U***A'

;lass Gray Hypersthene-

Chondrite

46x, plain polarized light

1mm

in photograph

..coarsely crystalline

olivine
Chondrules:

Barred olivine in dark glass matrix.

Olivine phenocrysts in dark glaps matrix.

(2) Olivine single crystals,

Coarsely crystalline orthopyroxene.

Barred olivine with optically contInuous rim.

Chondrules are moderately distinct; one is

clearly seen to indent another. Major opaque areas

are nickel-iron.

II

a.

C.

e.

i.

j.
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Plate Va.

TIESCHITZ, Czechoslovakia
b a Spherical Hyperathene-Chondrite.

h 46x, plain polarized light.

1mm

f ir photograph

a- olivine?

Chondrules:

a. Barred olivine in dark glass matrix,

b. Very fine radiating orthopyroxene.

d. Olivine and orthopyroxene phenocrysts in dark glass

matrix.

e. Olivine sirigle crystal.

.f. Orthopyroxene "sheafs".

g. Orthopyroxene phenocrysts in fibrous orthopyroxene

matrix.

h. Glass.

Chondrules form a very distinctly agglomeritic

texture. The elongate crystals in the largest chondrule

have the birefringence of olivine, but their crystal form

is much more regular than any of the barred olivine crystals.

Except for isolated grains of metal, opaque matrix does

not reflect light.
Plate Vb.

Fragment of radiating orthopyroxene chpndrule.
PARNALLEE, India

II
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Plate VI
Largely glass

HENAZZO, Italy

e Black Chondrite
46x, plain polarized light

c

In phgtograph

d ( Nickel-iron
rim

Olivine crystals
poikilitic in
orthopyroxene Chondrules:

c. Olivine phenocrysts in dark glass matrix,

d. Olivine and orthopyroxene phenocrysts In dark

glass matrix.

e. Orthopyroxene single crystals,

i. Coarsely crystalline orthopyroxene.

Chondrules form a very distinctly agglomeritic

texture. They we unusually irregular in shape, Metal

occurs as grains, and rimming silicate chondrules;

otherwise, the opaque matrix is non-reflepting.



.2
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TYPES OF CHONDRULES

(Most common; make up the bulk of chondrites)

a. Barred olivine. Parallel elongated olivine crystals in

a matrix of dark glass. Not necessarily optically

continuous.

b. Radiating orthophyroxene. Fibrous hypersthene, bronzite

or enstatite radiating from a point usually at the edge

of the chondrule. Extinction parallel to the fibers.

c. Euhedral olivine phenocrysts in a matrix of dark glass.

d. Olivine and orthopyroxene phenocrysts in a matrix of

dark glass.

(Less common)

e. Single crystals, usually of olivine.

f. A collection of "sheafs" of orthopyroxene fibers, each

"sheaf" being near optical continuity.

g. Porphyritic orthopyroxene in a matrix of dark glass or

fibrous orthopyroxene.

h. Glass, sometimes devitrified.

i. Entirely orthopyroxene, in several crystals.

j. Barred olivine surrounded by a rim of olivine; the whole

optically continuous. Dark glass between the bars.

k. Olivine phenocrysts, fibrous orthopyroxene and glass.

Examples of these types of chondrules may be seen in

Plates I. - VI. Key letters used in the captions refer to

the preceding list of chondrule types.
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In Plates III. and IV., instances are seen where one

chondrule indentled another while one or both were plastic.

Vb,. shows a broken chondrule; these are common, especially

aiong the radiatrg orthopyroxene type. Chondrules have been

reported (Farrington, 1915) which contained smaller chondrules.

Metallic iron, containing 6 to 20% Nickel, occurs in many

forms in the chondrites. The black matrix in Plates Va. and

VI. contains finely disseminated iron, but does not consist

entirely of it. Plate VI. shows a large chondrule containing

small grains of iron. In Plate I, a vein of metallic iron is

seen. Iron also occurs as discrete chondrules (Plate II.),

and as shells of varying thickness enclosing silicate chon-

drules (Plate VI.). Regular forms more or less resembling

crystals are occasionally observed (Farrington, 1915).

Troilite (FeS) is present in chondrites in the form of

small, scattered, irregular grains, bearing no relation to

the structure of the chondrules.

Other minerals occur in small amounts in the chondrites.

These are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2.

Minor Chondritic Minerals

Composition
Crystal
System Occurrence

Clinopyroxenes

esp. augite,

hedenbergite

Feldspar

Tridymite

Apatite

Merrillite

Mg, Fe, Ca,

Al meta-

silicates

Na,K,Ca

aluminum

silicates

S 102

Ca5 (FCl) (PO)

Na2Ca3P209

monocl.

tricl.,

monocl.

hex.

hex.

hex?

Accessory constituent

in some chondrites.

Crystalline anorthite

sometimes seen; chon-

drules entirely of

anorthite have been

reported. Other feld-

spars are inferred

from alkali content

of bulk chemical

analyses.

Reported to

in Fisher.

occur

Rare; small grains.

More common; found

only in stony mete-

orites.

Name
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Composition
Crystal
System Occurrence

Oldhamite Cjas

Schreibersite (Fe,Ni,Co) 3F

Diamond

Amorphous

Carbon

Graphite

isom.

tetr.

isom.

hex.

Small grains in

some enstatite chon-

drites; has not been

found on earth.

In iron meteorites;

thought to also be

in stones, account-

ing for P in the

analyses. Reacts

with 0 to form phos-

phate; hence not

known on earth.

Observed in Carcote,

a crystalline bronz-

ite chondrite (von

Sandberger, 1899).

Permeates the class

of carbonaceous

chondrites; forms 2-

4.5% of their mass.

In minute grains,

especially in the
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C oImnpos It ion
Crystal
System Occurrence

Hydrocarbons

Chlorite

Mg5

Calcite

Water

compounds

of C,H,0,S;

resemble

terrestrial

bitumens,

petroleum,

oxygenated

hydrocarbons.

I I monocl.
(AlFe)(OH)

8 (A1,Si)4010

CaCO 3

H20

hex.

carbonaceous chon-

drites

Principally in carbon-

aceous chondrites, but

present in small

amounts in some other

chondrites.

Recorded in Staroe

Boriskino and Mighei,

both carbonaceous

chondrites (Zavaritz-

ky, 1952).

Staroe Boriskino

(Kvasha, 1948)

In carbonaceous chon-

drites; driven off by

heating to 1000C. Pro-

bably partly in combi-

nation (e.g. Fe(OH) 3 ).

Name
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Rielatively few of the chondrites have the distinct chon-

drules-and-fine-matrix texture referred to thus far, and

4illustrated best by Plates Va. and VI. Many more chondrites

are of the type shown in Plate VII. Here a number of chondrules

are plainly visible. But most of the chondrules, though recog-

nizeable as such, are indistinct, their boundaries blurred.

Some of the crystalline matter in the photograph bears no

obvious relation to chondrules.

Plates VIII. and IX. illustrate an equally abundant type

of chondrite texture. Here the chondrules are extremely sparse,

and their outlines even more indistinct. Except for such

isolated chondrules, the textures of these chondrites are

quite regular and homogeneous, resembling terrestrial cry-

stalline rocks.

All gradations exist between the textures illustrated in

these photographs, from the wholly chondritic texture of

Tieschitz and Renazzo to stones completely devoid of chondrules,

such as in the photograph of Khairpur (Plate X.).

3. Chemical Compositions. The chondrites have long been

known to be remarkably uniform in chemical composition. This

can be seen in Fig. 2. A large number of chondrites have

been analyzed, and the analyses have recently been critically

evaluated by Urey and Craig (1953). Their average of the

acceptable chondrite analyses is as follows.
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Plate VIX

YATOOR, India

Spherical Chondrite.

46x, plain polarized light.

b1mm

a photograph

b2

holes in thin-section
Chondrules:

b 1 . Very fine railating orthopyroxene.

b2. Coarser radiating orthopyroxene.

c. Olivine phenocrysts in dar$c glasp matrix.

e. Olivine single cyrstal.

h. Devitrified glass.

Here distinct chondrules, demonstrating the per-

fect sphericity sometimes attained, are mingled with

substantially recrystallized chondrules and matrix.

Opaque areas are almost entirely nickel-tron grains.
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Plate VMI

MILENA, Yugoalsvia

White Chondrite

f46x, plain polarized light.

in photpgraph

Chondrules:

e. Relict olivine single crystal chondrole, Note surround-

ing grains of metal.

f. Relict orthopyroxene "sheafs" chQn4rule.

The chondrite is highly reqryste11tped. Most of

the coarse grains comprising the granoblastic texture

are olivine. Opaque areas all appear to be metal.
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Plate IX.

7 / LISSA, Czechoslovakia

b a Veined Wh4te Hypersthene - Chondrite.
/

46x, plain polarized light

--- 1 mm

b in photogrsph

./ Chondriles:

a. Relict I Apred olivine.

b. Reliot radiating orthopyroatene.

A highly recrystallized chondrite. Coarse grains in

the matrix are mostly olivine. The opaque areas are usually

metallic, but a few do not reflqo light.
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Plate X.

KHAIRPUR, Pakistan

Crystalline enstatite-chondrite

46x, Plain polarized light

1 mm.

in photograph

The silicate mineral is largely enstatIte, with some

forsterite. The texture is quite uniform. No chondrules

can be seen in the section. About 50% of the section is

opaque, but only about half of this reflects light.
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S 102 38.04%

MgO 23.84

FeO 12.45

A1203  2.50

CaO 1.95

Na2 0 0.98

K20 0.17

Cr203  0.36

MnO 0.25

T10 2  0.11

P205 0.21

( Fe 11.75

metallic ( Ni 1.34

(Co .08

Fe 3.64
sulfide

S 2.09

H20 0.25

Except for its content of metallic iron and troilite, the

average chondrite composition corresponds to a terrestrial

peridotite (harzburgite). The average density of the chondrites

is 3.58.

Little is known of the chemical compositions of indi-

vidual phases in the chondrites (Smith, 1950). A detailed

study of the compositions of discrete mineral grains from a
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jamiber of chondrites by x-ray, optical spectrographic or index

of refraction by the immersion method, might reveal important

relationships.

On comparing a number of bulk analyses of chondrites, it

is seen that there are interesting systematic variations in the

iron content. Iron occurs in three forms in chondrites:

metallic iron, iron silicates (oxidized), and iron sulfide

(troilite). Chondrites all have about the same content of

sulfur, and approximately all of this is in the form of troilite.

But the (metallic plus silicate) iron varies, and in such

a way that as total iron increases, silicate iron decreases

(Prior's 'law'). This tendency was investigated by Urey and

Craig (1953), who plotted (metallic plus sulfide) iron versus

silicate iron. They found, not a continuous variation of iron

content over a range, but two distinct concentrations of points,

as in Fig. 1.

These two types of chondrites are referred to as the

!low' and 'hight (total) iron groups. They contain the follow-

ing average weight percentages of elemental iron (Urey, 1957):

Metal Sulfide Silicate Total

Low iron group 7.04 3.66 11.63 22.33

High iron group 17.76 3.62 7.20 28.58

It has been suggested that chondrites contain more or

less constant amounts of iron, which have been either oxidized

or reduced to varying degrees. This may be checked by comput-
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Ing the- compcsitions of the two groups on the basis of atomic

elemental abundance per Si atom; Fe/Si for the two groups

should be nearly the same, the only substantial variation

being in the ratios O/Si. In Table 3, this is seen not to be

the case (Urey and Craig, 1953).

Table 3

Average Atomic Abundances of the Elements in Chondrites*

Low Fe High Fe Average Chondrite

0 3.48xl05 3.39x106 3.44x106

Si 1.00x106  1.00x10 6  1.00x106

Mg 9.25x105  9.46x105  9.34x105

Fe 6.06x105  8.42x105  7.12x105

Ni 2.74xl0' 4.76x104  3.64x104

cc l.70x103  2.84x103  2.2110 3

S 1.00x105  1.10X105  1.04x105

Al 7.92x104  7.90xlO' 7.91x104

Ca 5.26x104  5.84x104  5.52xlO

Na 5.00x104  4.87x104  4.94x104

8.59x103  6.61x103  7.70x103

K 5.94x103  5.95x103  5.94x103

Mn 5.66x103  5.63x103  5.64x103

P 4.67x103  4.39x103  4.55x103

Ti 2.20x103  2.35x103  2.27x103

* Urey and Craig, 1953, (94 chondrites) and Wiik, 1956

(11 chondrites); except for oxygen, which is based only

on Urey and Craig, 1953.
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The onuly substantial variation is in the content of the

transition metals -- Fe, Ni, Co.

B. IMPLICATIONS OF THE OBSERVATIONAL DATA

Some facts can be deduced or are, the writer feels,

strongly implied by the preceding observational data,

1) Chondrites such as Tieschitz and Renazzo have the

properties of terrestrial sedimentary rocks. They consist

of small particles cemented by varying amounts of matrix

material. The chondrules are mixed randomly with regard to

mineralogy and internal structure, and are sorted in size to

different degrees. The particles are nearly equidimensional,

even round (but not generally as a result of mechanical

abrasion; see 3) below). In these chondrites the matrix is

relatively soft, so the chondrules would not break with the

matrix. The writer, along with most others, will assume that

these are sedimentary rocks (not necessarily water-laid).

2) Individually, the chondrules, or at least many of them,

must have crystallized from a high-temperature silicate melt

phase. Many chondrules contain unmistakeable glass; others

olivine and orthopyroxene in phenoerysts analogous to those

in terrestrial lavas.

3) In order to obtain their spheroidal shapes, it seems

necessary that the chondrules were suspended in some medium

as droplets while they cooled. Occasionally the droplets

collided and stuck while one or both was still plastic (as
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ce :Seres, Cynthiana). Lacking any other possibility,

the medium must have been either a gas, or free space.

The rounded shapes are not, in general, the result of

mechanical wearing away, for the crystalline structure of

scne of the chondrules shows that they were spheroidal before

they crystallized: those barred olivine chondrules surrounded

by an optically continuous rim of olivine (see Seres), and

many of the porphyritic chondrules, in which the phenocrysts

nearest the surface tend to be oriented with their long axes

parallel to the surface,

4) Those chondrites in which the chondritic structure is

faint and obscure, such as Milena and Lissa bear close re-

semblance to terrestrial metamorphic rocks. By analogy with

the process of metamorphism, we can predict the changes which

would take place in a sedimentary chondrite (Tieschitz,

Henazzo) if it were left for a long period of time in an en-

vironment of moderately high temperature and pressure. Phase

changes would not be profound, since the olivine and ortho-

pyroxene which constitute the bulk of the sediment are already

high temperature phases. We would expect the glass, a meta-

stable phase, to be rendered sufficiently mobile (through short

range solid diffusion) by the heat to form stable crystalline

minerals in time. If the olivine of chondrule A had a differ-

ent MgO/FeO ratio than that of adjacent chondrule B, as might

be expected in a sedimentary assemblage, metamorphism would
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have the effect of destroying this difference. Equilibrium

would be approached only when all the pyroxene in adjacent

chondrules approached a uniform composition; similarly the

olivine, and other phases.

Metamorphism would also have the effect of reducing

textural inhomogeneity. Fibrous orthophyroxene, for example,

because of its great surface to volume ratio, is a higher

energy configuration than would be several large single

crystals. In time, a chondrite, if its matter were made mobile

enough by temperature, would seek a uniform texture, composed

of relatively coarse, roughly equidimensional grains. The

high-sqrface-energy chondrules would gradually fade away,

leaving only the relict structures observed in LIssa and

Milena, then perhaps disappearing altogether.

The changes described in the preceding two paragraphs are

just what we observe in the more crystalline chondrites. It

should be emphasized that they reflect slow recrystallization

in the solid state, not remelting. They suggest, in fact, that

a thermal gradient existed in the sedimentary sequence, just

as it would if the sequence existed today on the earth or any

other planet.

In summary, then, the textures and mineralogy of the chon-

drites strongly suggest the following sequence of events.

a) The cooling of suspended molten silicate droplets

b) Their deposition, along with finer matrix material, into a
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thick sequence of sedimentary rock

c) The imposition of a the'rmal gradient on the sequence,

analogous to the geothermal gradient

d) Recrystallization of the material low down in the sequence,

and the attainmenlt of mineralogical and textural equilibrium;

consequently, partial erasure of the charactoristic chon-

dritic texture

e) Ultimately, some form of catastrophic breakup of the sequence,

leaving the debris (chondrites) in irregular orbits about

the sun.

Two minor types of chondrites require additional consideration:

the carbonaceous chondrites, and the enstatite chondrites. This

will be deferred until part I.

Regarding the chemical observational data, the possibility

should now be considered that the suggesad sequence of chondrites

was not homogeneous, but contained vertical variations in compo-

sition introduced either by the process of sedimentation, or by

metamorphism. The latter involves shortrange chemical read-

justments; the possibility of long-range chemical transport in

a gravitational field should not be excluded. For example,

Brown and Patterson (1 9 48) assume that chondrites from the lower

part of such a sequence would have higher contents of nickel-

iron.

If the blurring and destruction of the chondrules is

caused by geothermal gradient metamorphism; as the writer assumes,
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Th it sould be possible to order roughly a group of chon-

drites as to the depth they once occupied, by making some

:easure of the degree to which the chondrules have been ob-

literated. This is not to say that absolute 4epths can be

predicted, or that tha function relating depth to obliteration

is known; only that approximately, the less chondritic strue-

ture that can be seen, the more deeply buried was the chon-

drite.

With this in mind, the writer made integrating-stage

measurements of thin sections* of 34 chondrites for which re-

liable chemical analyses exist (Urey and Craig, 1953). The

procedgre was to scan the sections, recording on the into-

grating-stage the total distsnoe traversed over chondrules,

and the total distance over non-chondrules (crystalline sili-

cate, opaque matrix). The "percentage chondritic structure"

was then taken to be (distance over chondrules)/(total distance).

Total traverse distance over each section was from 100 to

200 mm.

The technique is admittedly imperfect. A single thin

section does not provide an adequate sampling of a chondrite.

* The thin sections were from the Smithsonian Institution

collection, and measurements were made in the U.S.N.M. labora-

tories. The writer is deeply indebted to Dr. E. P. Henderson

for his help in this undertaking.
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Table 4

Percentage Chondritic Structure in

Iron Group

(Urey and

Chondrite Type* Craig,1953)

Blithf ield

Hvittis

Pillistfer

Oakley

Rich Mountain

Manbhoom

Djati.-Pengilon

Lundsg*ard

Mauerkirchen

Plantersville

Cobija

Mlodoc

Kernouve

St. Michel

Chant onnay

Coon Butte

Crumlin

Mt. Browne

Hendersonville

Forksville

Ce

Cek

Cek

Czk

Chia

Amb

Czk

Cgb

Chw

Chwa

Czk

Chwa

Czka

Chw

Chg

Cgb

Chg

Czo

Chc

Chc

-m

(H)

-

H

L

H

L

(L)

H

H

L

H

L

L

L

L

H

(L)

L

34 Measured Chorndrites

Percentage

Chondritic

Structure Color**

0

0

0

2.8

5.0

5.5

7.4

8.9

11.2

12.0

12.4

12.4

13.4

15.2

16.5

18.1

18.3

21,0

27.3

29.2
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Chondrite Type*

Iron Group

(Urey and

Craig, 1953)

Percentage

Chondritic

Structure

Kimble County

Olivenza

Orgue il

Soko-Banja

Beaver Creek

Forest City

Indarch

Homestead

Hessle

Felix

Mezo-Madaras

McKirmey

Shelburne

Kn~yahinya

According to Prior and Hey, 1
- chondrite

- carbonaceous chondrite
- amphoterite (see Part II.)

- enstatite

- hypersthene

- bronzite

spherical

- crystalline

By the writer. Same key.

953 . Key:
w white

i - intermediate

g -gray
s - black

a veined
b - monomict brecciated

p - polymict brecciated

Color**

Chga

Chgo

Chop

Czck

Czob

L

(L)

(L)

H

H

34.2

35.0

36.4

36.8

44.0

46.5

56.6

57.8

58.4

59.2
64.o

74.5

84.7

Kc

Czgp

Czc

Kho

Chgp

Chs

Chgap

Chgp

*

C

K
An
e
11
z
C

k
**I
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Chondrules show all stages of obliteration; deciding whether

a particular area still exhibits relict chondrule structure

becomes a somewhat subjective judgment. HQwever, the measure-

ments should serve to order the chondrites approximately; so

that a plot of chemical composition versus percentage chon-

dritic structure should indicate any gross, systematic vari-

ations in chemical composition, such as that assumed by Brown

and Patterson. Results of the measurements are presented in

Table 4.

Chemical compositions, in terms of atoms per 10,000

oxygen atoms, are plotted versus percentage chondritic struc-

ture in Fig, 2. The plots of Si, Mg, Al, and Na show small

standard deviations and no apparent correlation between compo-

sition and inferred depth. The standard deviation is high

for K (probably experimental error due to the small content

of K), and again there is no correlation. Ca, FeS, and Fe++

show systematic devations from the mean for the three points

representing the enstatite chondrites, but nowhere else. The

standard deviation is small, The plot of metallic iron is

wildly scattered. If any depth-composition correlations with-

in the individual Iron groups ae present, a great Many more

points would be required to 4etect them. Clearly the iron

grpup concept itself cannot be explained by different depth

zones. Enstatite chondrites, carbonaceous chondrites, and

amphoterites will be considered in Part 3I.
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It is of some interest to note the effect of depth and

iron group on the classification of the ohondrites. In Table

5. the qualifying adjectives used in classifying 28 of the

condrites are sorted into four boxes according to the two

iron groups and "deep" or "shallow", for values of the per-

centage chondritic structure less or greater than 25 (the

median) respectively.

No correlation was observed between veining or

brecciation, depth, and iron group. Correlations are ob-

served in the case of mineral, texture and color. The first

two are trivial. By Prior's 'law' the high iron group chon-

drites have low iron silicate contents, hence are classed

bronzite chondrites; for low iron group chondrites the re-

verse is true, making them hypersthene chondrites. The

spherical chondrites are 'shallow' and the crystalline chon-

drites 'deep' because these were the properties measured in

ordering the chondrites in the first place.

The colors plotted are those observed by the writer in

examining hand speciments in the U.S.N.M. collection (Table

4), since the classifications in Prior and Hey neglect the

color of about half of the chondrites. Blackness appears to

be due to the metallic iron content of the meteorite, and to

be brought out by recrystallization (except in the case of

carbonaceous chondrites, not included in this plot). Perhaps

this is because much of the metallic iron in 'shallow' chon-
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High Fe

'Shallow'
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Table 5.

Chondrite Classification, Depth and 
Iron Group

Low Fe
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drites is in the form of fine grains within the chondrules,

hence is not brought to view on a broken surface when the

chondrules do not break with the matrix. Recrystallization

destroys the chondrules, and tends to expose morp metallic

iron on broken surfaces.

Returning to our original purpose, however, it seems

that the chemical observational data (Prior's 'law', the iron

groups) are not related to depth of burial, and their ex-

planation must be sought elsewhere.

5) Granted that the ohondrites are agglomerations of

initially molten droplts which cooled while suspended in a

gas or vacuum, how did they come to be in this situation?

One possibility is that two bodies collided and dis-

rupted, the energy of collision being so high as to melt

most of the solid matter in the process. This concept, or

modifications of it, has been suggested several times.

Certainly many of the chondrules (i.e., glass) have cooled

very rapidly, and none have required very long, since the

grain size even in single crystal chondrules is small. A

rather tumultuous process, such as this, seems called for.

The production of chondrules by this mechanism would

be analogous to the violent ejection of molten lava from

active volcanoes, where the droplets cool in the atmos-

phere and fall to form pyroolastic deposits. But the ash

so formed does not stand comparison to meteoritic chon-
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drules*. Volcania ejecta exhibit several properties not ob-

served in chondrules.

Size distribution: active vulcanism produces ash (<4 mm),

lapilli (4 - 32 mm) and bombs (>32 mm), all from molten lava

hurled into the air. The largest ohondrules are perhaps 30 mm,

but these are very rare. A collision might have been expected

to yield a wider range of particle sizes than those observed.

Shapes: the larger volcanic lapilli frequently Are

elongated and tortured in shape, like the filaments observed

(along with drops) when a glass of water is thrown in the air.

Basic volcanic ash sometimes takes the form of shards (Fig.

3a): angular glassy fragments with concave sides, from the

shattering of vesicular pumioe or scoria. These shapes are

not observed among ohondrules,

Vesiculation: This is perhaps the most striking dis-

crepancy. Rock always contains a certain amount of occluded

gas; the meteorites themselves contain sensible amounts. If

a mass of rock is suddenly melted, the gas must be trapped in

it, either in bubbles or in solution. When pressure is re-

leased suddenly, the gas in solution exsolves, and the melt

becomes charged with bubbles. This produces the spongey,

scoraceous consistancy observed in volcanic ejeota. (Fig. 3b).

Bubbles are never observed in chondrules.

* In this connection, the writer considers only the type of

chondrule composed entirely of glass, which should best be

able to stand comparison.
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Even if we assume the colliding planets were for some

reason free of occluded gas, such a collision must have pro-

duced local superheating above the desired liquid state, so

that in places boiling occurred. Again bubbles would be pro-

duced -- some few chondrules would surely still contain a

bubble or two when they froze.

Without claiming that the above considerations completely

rule out the possibility of chondrules formed by collision and

melting, the writer would prefer to investigate the alternative

possibility,, This is that the chondruler condensed from & hot

vapor into liquid droplets suspended in the vapor, then cooled

into solid particles. Here we would not expect the 4roplets

to have the properties of volcanic ejecta, and in partIcular

we would not expect them to contain bubbles.

The writer proposes that the hot vapor was the material of

the gaseous nebula from which the sun formed; that the conden-

sation of chondrules, and ultimately their agglomeration into

planets, is a normal by-product of the condensation of main-

sequence stars; and therefore that in the chondrules we see

surviving 'planetesimals', members of the whirling disk pictured

in the planetesimal hypothesis for the origin of the terrestri-

al planets.

To investigate this proposal, we must know something of

the mechanics of stellar condensation, including the temperatures

and pressures during the process; and the phase relations
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applicable to meteoritic matter under these conditions.

C. SOLAR SYSTEM EVOLUTION AND THE CONDENSATION

OF THE CHONDRULES

1. Currently considered hypotheses for the foration of

the solar system.

a) H. Alfvgn (1954) postulates that electrodynamic forces

are at least as important as mechanical forces. He gives close

attention to the satellite systems, and feels that their mode

of origin is precisely analogous to that of the planetary system.

Alfvgn's hypothesis is as follows: The solar system came

into existence either after the formation of the sun, or during

the terminal stages of the sun's formation. The presence of a

massive, rotating central body, possessing a magnetic field

above a certain minimal value, is essential.

Initially, the sun is surrounded by a vast cloud of

ionized gas (radius of 1017 cm). This ionization tends to

prevent the fall of the gas toward the sun. As the gas gradually

becomes deionized, the various elements, in order of decreas-

ing ionization potential, are no longer retarded from gravi-

tational infall. Three or four groups of elements may be so

distinguished and form discrete clouds when they collapse.

Each cloud will be stopped from further infall when it becomes

heated by compression sufficiently to re-ionize. For the

B-cloud, this is at a radius corresponding to the terrestrial
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Table 6

Infalling clouds of matter which

may be distinguished (Alfven).

Approximate

Ionization

Composition Potential (ev)

Ult imately

forms:

A (doubtful) He, Ne

B HO,N (He,Ne)

CS

Fe, Si, Mg

23

15

11

8

Terrestrial

Planets

Major

Planets

Pluto and

outward

planets; for the C-cloud, to the major planets,

After the fall of each cloud is so arrested, it begins

to be rotationally accelerated by the magnetic field of the

sun (at the expense of the initially high angular momentum

of the sun). This causes the ionized clouds to be concen-

trated into rings in the plane of the ecliptic.

From the rings small droplets or grains condense, moving

in Kepler orbits. These small bodies usually then aggregate

into planets; an exception being the asteriod belt. Alfv4n's

detailed consideration of the acceleration and condensation

processes provides explanations for the sizes and orbital radii

of the planets and satellites.

Cloud
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The hypothesis requires that the sun possess a very high

magnetic diple moment. Zeeman effect measurements on the sun

indicate that the diple moment is not nearly this high, but

Alfven feels that a systematic error may exist which causes a

much smaller Zeeman effect than that corresponding to the real

field.

It is also required that the initial cloud be ionized,

either by a high kinetic temperature, or by radiation from the

already-formed sun.

The several clouds would not have the ideal compositions

given in Table 1., but would be to some degree contaminated.

The faster the initial cloud detonized, the greater would be

the contamination. Still, the basic compositions of the clouds

(Table 1.) are not in very good accord with what we know of

the compositions of their respective planets.

b) In 1952, Harold Urey published The Planets, a long-

overdue treatment of the physical chemistry of planetary

formation.

His present hypothesis (1957) for the formation of the

solar system is as follows: 'Primary objects', bodies of lunar

size or greater, accumulated in a cold dust cloud, By some

means melting occurrred in the bodies, producing silicate and

iron fractions; in the latter, diamond was later able to form.

It is suggested that the heat required for melting might have

been made available by the inclusion of free radicals (e.g. NH,
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CH, OH), uncombined atoms, and certain molecules (e.g. H202

N2H2 , C2H2 ) in the accreting primary objects (Urey and Donn,

1956). Periodically, this material within the freshly accumu-

lated layer of a body would react, releasing enough heat to

melt part of the layer.

With formation of the sun and a solar nebula, collisions

occurred among the primary objects, reducing them to fine

(1 cm or less) debris. These collisions could have been

brought about in two ways. If the primary objects already

existed when the solar nebula was formed, the increasing

gravitational field of the latter would attract them in (in

eccentric orbits), and collisions would be frequent in the

vicinity of the sun. On the other hand, if the primary ob-

jects accumulated in the already existing solar nebula, or-

bits would not be eccentric, nor collisions frequent. In this

case, Urey postulates that Jupiter began to grow near the

sun; its orbital velocity was accelerated by tidal friction

with the sun (slowing the rotation of the latter). Consequent-

.ly, Jupiters mean distance increased to its present value; as

the giant planet passed among the circling primary objects, it

perturbed them into more eccentric orbits, promoting extensive

collisions.

Thereafter, the planets and asteroids (secondary objects)

as we know them accreted from the debris. Remaining dust and

gas would be removed from the nebula by solar light pressure,

and coarser material by the Ppynting-Robertson effect. The
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chondritic meteorites are fragments of several disrupted

asteroids, still bearing an agglomeritic texture.

Urey's thought has been heavily influenced by meteori-

tic data. He has considered the chemical compositions of

meteorites, thermodynamic equilibria of certain of the observed

phases, some aspects of their textures, and the time-schedule

imposed by recent isotopic dating. To meet all of these con-

ditions, it was necessary to propose the rather involved

mechanism of primary and secondary objects.

c) The hypothesis of C. F. von Weizsacker is based on

astronomical and gas dynamic observations and theory. The

following summary and discussion are from Struve (1950).

All the stars have formed between 2 and 6 x 109 years

ago. Before this, there was only gas, in turbulent motion,

and having a composition nearly the same as cosmic matter to-

day. Small concentrations within the gas initiated conden-

sations.

These condensing masses of gas each inherited some net

angular momentum, and this is conserved as the masses shrank.

Thus the angular velocity of a potential star increased with

time, causing it to take on a nebular form.

At the outer rim of the nebula, gas was whirling at very

nearly orbital velocity. In the dense core, material was

spinning rapidly, the angular velocity being kept independent

of radius by viscous friction. But between these two regons,

Mni
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with their great difference in angular velocity, the gas was

in turbulent motion, and tended to transfer angular momentum

from the core to the rim. There, material was accelerated

beyond escape velocity,

In time, the core shrank and heated up sufficiently to

initiate nuclear energy generation. The central body still

possessed too much angular momentum for secular stability,

and ocontinued to shed matter an4 momentum until a stable state

(such as that of the sun) was reached.

Spectra thought to be caused by nebulae are actually

observed, for example about the stars Pleione and 48 Librae.

Further, the nebulae appear to be in turbulent motion. How-

ever, they are thought to hsve only about 10'7 the mass assumed

by von Weizsacker.

Ter Haar has shown thist if the central star rotated with

an equatorial velocity of 100 km/see, the drag of the gaseous

nebula could dissipate only a small amount of its angular mo-

mentum. He suggests that interaction of the sun's magnetic

field with interstellar ionized hydrogen might have braked an

initially rapidly rotating sun to its present slow rate of

rotation (about 2 km/see), in the manner proposed by Alfvgn.

Observational data relative to this process are presented

in Table 7.
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Table 7.

Stellar Rotational Velocities vs.

Spectral Class (Struve, 1950)

Spectrum

Oe Be

0 -B

A

FO - F2

F5 - F8

dG(incl. Son)

dK

dM

Equatoril Vejocity (km/sec),

Average Maximum

350 500

94 250

112 250

51 250

20 50

0 0

0 0

0 0

Shell Spectra

always seen

sometimes seen

)
)
)
)
)
)
) never seen
)
)

The average age of the members of each spectral class in-

crease downward in the table, according to current theories

of stellar evolution. The shell spectra imply the existence

of nebulae. It is seen that the young stars possess nebulae;

possibly these cause slowing of rotational velocities between

classes Oe - Be and 0 - B, as von Weizsacker suggests. But

it Is also seen that rotational velocities continue to be

braked after the stars have lost their nebulae (after class A).

As already noted, this braking may be the effect of

magnetic interaction between the sun and interstellar hydro-

gen. Removing angular momentum from the sun has always been

a stumbling block of solar system hypotheses. The process is
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not of immediate consequence to the condensation of chondrules,

however, since it occurs after the nebula has been removed,

hence presumably after the chondrules have formed,

We will assume that the general concept of interstellar

gas clouds condensing into stars is correct, and go on to

investigate the conditions within the contracting cloud.

Nothing will be said of the question of once initiating such

a condensation. It will also be assumed that electrodynamic

effects during the condensation are subordinate to mechanical

forces.

2. Stellar Temperatures gpd Pressures. We will at first

assume that the star is not rotating, and consists of a

spherically symmetrical mass of gas in hydrostatic equili-

brium. The temperature within such a mass will adjust it-

self so that pressure just balances gravitational attraction.

The sphere shrinks and becomes hotter with time, transforming

potential energy into heat and radiating it off.

Under such circumstances, if radiation pressure can be

neglected, pressure and density are related by the adiabatic

gas law

P =Kp . (1)

If heat transfer in the body is solely by gas convection,

we say it is in convective pr adiabatic equilibrium; then

Cv 3
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fo.- a sphere composed of an ideal monatomic gas. If heat

transfer is entirely by radiation, the pressure-density re-

lationship takes the (polytropip) form of (1) only if we assume

the Eddington stellar model. In this case, y = .
Emden's equation (1907) expresses the relationship between

temperature and radius in the sphere:

1 !(x2 + yn = 0, where

x = r (a = total radius; x = xT 0 )

y = (T = central temperature)
c

n= r 1

The British Association for the Advancement of Science

(1932) has solved the equation by numerical integration for

several values of n. Suffice it to say that for adiabatic

equilibrium, T, P and p decrease roughly linearly between the

center and boundary of the sphere; for radiative equilibrium

(the Eddington model), mass becomes highly concentrated in the

center. The shape of the T curve does not change greatly. The

latter configuration approaches that thought to exist in the sun.

We will consider only average pressure and temperature in

the sphere (Aller, 1954). If we define average pressure by
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a
= P d Mr

0

where Mr is the mass beneath radius r, it turns opt that

L(2)

12-na4

Similarly, if we define average temperature by

fa

T T d Mr,
0

and if we assume the perfect gas equation,

Y~g (3)

where 4 is molecular weight, R the gas constant, an4

Pradiation PP

These equations give minimum temperatures and pressures.

A more precise knowledge of these quantities requres that we

know the relative effectiveness of radiation and convection in

transferring heat, laws of energy generation, and applicable

gas laws. The mode of energy transport, at least, will be

changing during the stage of condensation in which we are

interested.

If we assume conductive equilibrium, for example, we find

that F according to (2) is too small by a factor of about 3,

T by less than 1.5. These 4iscrepencies are not excessive for

our purpose, so (2) and (3) will be used to approximate the
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properties of the condensing sun.

Talking

M = 2 x 1033 grams (present solar system mass)

p ft 0.7 for completely ionized solar material

p a1 for all but the most massive stars, the

approximate temperature-pressure curve of a condensing sun

is plotted in Fig. 4.

3. Effect of rotation, Jeans (1929) has considered

analytically the effect of rotation on various types of fluid

bodies whose integrity depen4 on their own gravitational fields.

He finds that as angular velocity increases, instability and

disruptiqn will come in either of two ways. If y> Z.2

(e.g. 'liquid' planets), the body will tend to become irregu-

larly elongate perpendicular to the rotation axis, and at the

critical velocity will separate Into two bodies. If '(2.2

(e.g. stars), however, acceleration of rotation will cause the

body to become increasingly oblate, finally assuming a len-

tioular shape. At the critical velocity material begins to be

shed from its equator.

In particular, Jeans treats the case of gaseous bodies in

polytropic equilibrium. Here, the critical velocity is reached

when
2

0.36> > 0.31 (4)

(for ''l.2) (for Tyq2.2)

(assuming that Boyle's law holds).
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Figure 4. Average Pressure and Temperature in Contract-

ing Gas Cloud, as a function of Radius (in cm. ).
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To predict when the shrinking sun, accelerating because

its angular momentum is conserved, began to shed matter around

its equator, we need to know w(a) (angular velocity). Since

h = Izw , (5)

we require two quantities: the moment of inertia (I) of a

body in radiative equilibrium (anticipating that shedding did

not begin until. the sun bepame small and very hot), and theangu-

lar momentum (h) of the system at that time.

The density distribution in an Eddington model star is

shown in Fig. 5. Using the piecewise linear approximation

also shown,

Iz = nra5  p(Z)4 d (M) = 5.11 x 103pa 5 ,

0

(pC = central density), and

1

M =4Taf p(F) 2 d (R) = .084 a3 PC,
0

from which

Iz = .069 Ma2 . (6)

Table 7. indicates that stars have equatorial veloci-

ties of about 100 km/sec at the time their nebu3,ae disappear.

We will assume the sun to have once rotated a$ that rate, and

that it has subsequently dissipated most of its angular mo-

mentum by some process not influencing the planets or planetesi-
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mals (e.g., magnetic interaction with interstellar hydrogen).

For 100 km/sec, w = 1.43 x 10" /sec, and hun

_r 50 2
..wolO gm-cm /sec. We assume the present day planets to

contain virtually all the mass and angular momentum possessed

by the nebula (3.24 x 1050 gm-cm2/sec). Thus, we take the

total angular momentum of the sun during its condensation to

have been about 4.24 x 10 5 0 gmaCm2/se .

Approximating the moment of inertia of the rotating,

lerticular star by that of a sphere of equal mass and equatori-

al radius (6), and using (4) and (5),

h2  11
acritical *f 452 -l.5xO em.

Thus, we might expect that by the time the condensing

sun reached approximately twice its present radius, it became

rotationally unstable and began to shed matter around its

equator. The shedding continued as long as the sun continued

to decrease in size and increase in temperature. When nuclear

energy generation, which is a sensitive function of tempera-

ture, became equal to net radiative heat loss, the shrinking

and shedding ceased.

If the preceding assumption as to mass distribution in

the nebula is correct, the sun would have spun off only

0.13% of its mass (i.e., the mass of the planets). The shed-

ing probably also rid it of only a small f ract ion of its angu-

-I --- --0111111,1111,



lar momentum. The shed material, now in the form of a nebula,

presumably had braked the sun by friction to an equatorial ve-

locity of 100 km/sec by the time it condensed into planets.

The material shed at the equator would initially be

travelling at orbital velocity. Turbulence in the nebula (as

proposed by von Weizs&cker) would tend to reduce differences

in angular velocity, however. The effect of this would be to

accelerate the outermost portion of the disk, causing it to

increase in radius. At the same time the inner part of the

disk would be decelerated below orbital velocity, tending to

crowd in on the central sun.

Thus a substantial amount of the mass of the disk would

remain concentrated around the sun. Probably pressure, tempe-

rature, density and angular velocity would be gradational over

a considerable radial distance, rather than there being a sharp

discontinuity between the sun and nebula.

If this were the case, we might expect that the motion of

mass shed from the sun to the disk, and its consequent ex-

pansion and cooling would proceed at a finite rate, rather than

instantaneously. Conceivably it might have proceeded slowly

enough for chondrule-sized liquid droplets to be able to con-

dense, if the cooling curve passed through the liquid field in

the appropriate phase diagram.

This mass-concentratiqn in the vicinity of the sun would

continue to brake the sun after shedding halted. The angular
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momentum removed from the sun would be transmitted outward

by turbulence, continuing to increase the radius of the

nebula, presumably until it corresponded to the size of the

present solar system.

4. Phase Equilibria. Urey (1952) treats the question

of phase equilibria in a gas of stellar composition in detail.

The reactions and equilibrium constant expressions considered

below are taken from his treatment.

The condensation of silicates will be approximated by con-

sidering the vapor-condensed phase curve of pure SO 2 , The

following reactions need to be considered:

Si(9 )t 1Si(g), K P

S102  2 SO 2 (g), K = PS102

S10 2 (g) + 2H2 * Si(g) + 2H20,

2

K Si H20
K2 2

2 H2

S10 2 (g) + 4H2 V* SiH4 + 2H2 0,

K SiH4  20

S102 H2

Urey finds the equations for the equilibrium constants (from

admittedly inadequate thermochemical data) to be



log1 0  S - - 1.02 log10 T + 9.43

log1 0  102  - 2 + 7.65

log1 0 K = 8050 10.

log10 K2 = . 1 - 1.02 log10 T + 5.87 -

The condition at which Si is just completely volatilized

is

SiH4 + P + P5 .02 = Rig P,

where %, is the ratio Si/H2 in solar matter. Eliminating

PSiH4  and P S1 from this equation, Urey 
finds

S1  20 + 1 20 2 K2  H2  (8)
SK 1PSi102 ~ 2Kl PSi02 1 K '

where RH 0 = H20/H2 in solar matter, W 0/H2. The assumption

is made that most hydrogen is in the form of distomic molecules

by the time silica condensation begins (T <1%50
0K). (8) is

plotted in Fig. 6. Condensation begins at a maximum temperature

at a pressure of about one atmosphere. At greater pressures,

volatilization as SiH 4 becomes increasingly effective. 
At lower

pressures, the silica exists in the vapor phase largely as

Si(g) and SiO2(g)*
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Figure 6. Phase Relations in a Gas of Solar

Composition (Urey, 1952)

T, K
Vaporization curve for pure 8±92 (apprpximate)

Eutectic melting temperature, system

SiO2 - M 2SiO4 - CaAl2S1208

Vaporization curve for pure MgO'

Temperature at which 10% Ni-Fe begins to melt

Vaporization curve for pure Fe

Log 10

P

A.

B.

C,

D.

E. 4
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Spectrographic determinations of elemental abunda pos in

the solar photosphere (Aller, 1958) are employed in finding

Rs and RH 20H2 0

element

H

He

0

C

N

Si

Mg

S

Fe

For the equation

MgO(s)

relat ive abundance

1,000,000

380,000

1,000

363

95

40

19

15

5.7

+ H2 (g) e 4 Mg(g) + H20(g),

Urey finds

log10 K = - + 7.7.

This curve Is also plotted in Fig. 6.

The melting points of S102 and MgO are 19960K and

30730K respectively, so the pure condensed phases will be

solid everywhere in Fig. 6. Even the eutectic temperature

of the system MgO - S102 (18160K) is just too high to allow

melting in a mixed condensed phase.

We must also consider the effect of Al. 0 and CaO in



the condensed phase, however; Urey shows that both will be

present. The euctectic temperature in the system SiO2 ~

M 923'0 4 - CaAl2Si2O8 (Anderson, 1915) is 14950 K, within the

range of the condensed phase field of Fig. 6. The condensed

phase can not become completely fluid unless 2163oK (the

melting point of forsterite) is attainable. The fact that

we are dealing not with S102 , but with a mixture of Si021

and several other oxides will probably act to increase the

boiling point of the liquid above that of pure Si0 2, ex-

panding the liquid field in Fig. 6. some unknown amount to

the right.

In such a severely reducing hydrogen atmosphere, iron

oxides cannot survive above about 4000K, fayalite (Fe2Si04 )

about 500 0K. Thus the condensing silicate can contain no

iron. The situation is analogous to that encountered in

blast furnaces. There the silicate slag, in contact with

molten iron, itself contains only trace amounts of iron.

Metallic iron has the experimentally determined (Brewer,

1946) vapor pressure curve shown in Fig. 6. The triple points

of nickel and cobalt are close to that of iron. The melting

point shown (1773 0K) is for a 10% Ni-Fe alloy.

Urey shows that the reaction

FeS + H 2(g) Fe + H2S(g)

acts to prevent formation of any troilite above about 600 0K.

NNOWNAWWWW"
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The alkali metals will not oxidize until lower tempera-

tures than those in Fig. 6 are reached.

5. Adiabatic Cooling. If we assume the gas to cool

adiabatically as it moves from the rotating sun into the

nebula,

P T )2 (9)P T72
0 0

for an ideal monatomic gas in which Cp = nR.

In Fig. 7. are reproduced the P - T curve for the con-

densation of the sun, f rom Fig. 4; the critical radius at

which shedding begins; and the liquid silicate field from

Fig. 6. On plotting (9) for limiting values of Fo, 0 re-"

presenting the onset and cessation of rotational shedding,

it is seen that all the material shed from the equator will

pass through the liquid silicate field. Thus, if the process

proceeds slowly enough, we may expect droplets of (at least

partly) liquid silicate and iron to condense.

6. The condensation process. The writer proposes that

the chondrules were formed in this way. In order tp attempt

to explain the chemical and mineralogical data on chondrites,

we need to consider in detail what type of solid material would

be circulating about in ths nebula.

The path of adiabatic cooling may be followed in Fig. 6.

First, nickel-iron would condense in liquid droplets. Much

or most of the metal would not have a chance to join macrosco-
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4 0

Figure 7. Adiabatic Cooling of Solar Material
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pic hondrules, but would frpeze as a colloidal dust.

Then liquid silicate droplets would begin to condense.

Increase in boilding point due to Mgq, A1203 and CaO

content, and/or more accuvrate thermodhemical data might

expand the liquid field far enough to the right to pro-

duce the observed all-glass chondrules. If so, silicate

and iron would exist in the liqu~d state simultaneously,

explaining iron-clad chondrules suph ps seen in Renazzo.

Also, the condensing glass wopd nucleate around or

capture pre-existing smaller bits of iron, such as the

grains observed in chondrtes,

Again, much of the o9n4ensing silicate would have

frozen as a colloidal dust rathep' th joining chondrules,

not necessarily in the sage proportion as did the iron.

The motion of turbulent gas wou4d have sped some chondrules

to the surface of the npbulA, there to ohill into glass.

Others would remain longer in the interior of the nebula,

and have the chance to orystallize.

At much lower tempera~upps, ,2$ and H20 would react

with the metallic iron, especially the fine iron dust,

with its great surface area, to form FeS, iron oxides,

and perhaps silicates. The algali and other volatile

metals would condense in some form. The solid particles,

particularly the collodal dust, WQuld tend to adsorb on

their surfaces some or all of the types of gas present in



the nebula. The situation is reviewed

Table 8.

Solid Constitqents of the

in Table 8.

Solar Nebula

Fraction Major Minor

Constituents Constituents

Iron Fe Ni, Co

chondrules eO

Silicate Mg2 SO 4  Fe

Chondrtles MgSiO3

Glass (incl, qa,Al)
I I I 'm - I I! , 0 1 '- 91

Colloidal-

microscopic

dust

Fe, Fe oxtdo,

silioatep

FeS

Na, K compopnds

Hg, Zn, Cd, Bi,

As, etc.

Adsorbed NH ,

H20, CH4, H2;

He, A, Ne

7. Chondrule--Dust Frac ogaton. Because a radial

pressure gradient existed in thp nebula, mass elements of

the gas would have cirqled tl)e quz4 with net velocities

slightly less than orbital. Thus, a solid body moving

in the nebula would not deisorbe a stable orbit, but would

continually dissipate Its energy by drag in the more slowly

moving gas, gradually spiralling in to the sun.

ML
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All the condensed particlps would fall back into the

sun, except for the action of ges turbulence, This would

tend to keep the particles 'suspended', just as turbulence

in streams keeps silt and sand in suspension. The effective-

ness of this suspending process would differ for the three

fractions of solid particles (Table 8), being more effective

the greater the surface area/mass ratio of the particles.

Its effectiveness would decrease for all particles with in-

creasing nebular radius, beoqusp of decreasing gas den-

sity. Fig. 8 is a diagrammatio sketch of the expected

material density variation9.

A relationship suoh as this might provide the sili-

cate-metallic phase fraotignatipn prop9sed by rey (1951)

to account for the planetary densities (Table 9). Al-

though these are subject to error (observational: plane-

tary masses and diameters; theoretical: estimating degree

of compression), they appear to indicate an increase in

specific gravity of planetary rmatter inward in the system.



li -cate cnonaruies

Iroti chondrules

Material density, grns solid
gins gas

Figure 8. Diagrammatic sketch of pro-

posed differential variations in ability

of turbulent gas to suspend solid part-

icles



Mercury

Venus

Earth

Mars
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Table 9

Densities of Terrestrial Planets (Urey, 1952)

Unpompressed Inferred content

dpSity of petal phase

(Dollfus, 1954) 6.1 71

4.4 45 (?)

4.4 45

4.02 30

(Meteorites:

high iron group

Low iron group

3,66

3.51

19.5

8.2)

The average specific gravity of the suspended solid

materi.al (Table 8) would Increase Inward in the nebula,

as the relative content of Irop Ohqpdrules increased and

that of fine dust (highly oxidized, hence light) de-

creased.

It is possible that this fractionstjng effect can

also account for Prior's law wnd the Iron groups. Urey

(1953) has suggested that the iopl groups might have been

derived from two parent meteprite planets. Plotting Urey's

inferred metal phase content pggttst tean distance in Fig.

9 and extrapolating the former to approach zero in the

vicinity of Jupiter, it is se that the two Iron groups

correspond to distances of very roughly 2.6 A.U. (high
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aste roids
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Mean DIstance
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Figure 9. Inferred Metal Phase Content of the Terrestrial

Planets (Urey, 1952)
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iron group) and 3.9 A.U. (low iron group), both in the

asteroid belt.

Then, if the iron groups do represent two bodies

formed at different mean distances, we would expect the

inner one to contain more chondrules and less dust than

the outer. If, for example, the composition of the sus-

pended solid matter were

Chondrules Dust

(Iron and silicate)

High Iron Group (Inner) 80% 20%

Low Iron Group (Outer) 50% 50%,

from Table 3 we see that these two fractions would have

to have the following contents (atoms per 106 Si atoms)

to account for the iron groups:

Chondrules Dust

Fe 9.98 x 105 2.13 X 105

0 3.33 x 106 3.62 x 106

S 1.17 x 105 0.83 x 105.

How does this compare with the compositions predicted

in Table 8? We were not able to say which of the fractions

had the higher content of iron, Now we see that the iron

groups are compatible with chongrule-dust fractionation

only if the chondrules contain a high percentage of the

iron in the system. This wpuld require that the molten

chondrules were quite effective in "sweeping up" and ab-
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sorbing earlier formed iron particles, large and small.

The photograph of Lumpkin (Plate XV, page 143) indicates

such a process. Here a radiat.ng orthopyroxene chondrule

has undergone partial recrystallization. In recrystalliz-

ing, the iron grains have attained visible dimensions,

revealing that the seemingly all-silipate chondrule

contained quite a large amount of sub-microscopic metallic

iron.

Table 8 does predict that the low iron group will

have the higher oxygen content, because such iron as is

present in the fine dust will be available for oxidation

when the temperature falls elpw e5000K, while that in

the chondrules will be largely shielded from reaction by

enclosing solid silicate chondrules. It is interesting to

note that the difference in oxygen content between the

chondrule and dust fractions (2.9 x 105 0 atoms/l06 Si

atoms) in the example cited abpve is of the same order

as the iron content of the dust (2.13 x 105). In other

words, the oxygen content of the fractions could be

accounted for if all the iron in the chondrules were in the

metallic state, and all In the dust were oxidized to the

ferrous state.

The content of sulfur caclculated for the two

fractions is in disagreement with that predicted in

Table 8, where it was expected that sulfur, like oxygen,
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would r'act largely with the iron in the dust fraction.

8. Otial Measurement of Iron Content of Olivine

InThondrites, A test of the eeCOpts of con4ensat ion from

a (reducing) gas of solar eQpippsi1ion, and of the chondrule-

dust fractionation, would bs to separate and analyse the

fractions from a chondrite, A beg nnilng was made in this

d tion by the writer by paking Qppical determinations

of the compositions of oliT~pp grystals in fifteen chon-

drite thin-sections.

In each section, teo poasurempnts of the axial angle

(2V) were made 9n different graene, a=d AverAged (it was

assumed that some vartatiqn $U ppmpQition from grsin to

grain eziste4 in at least SQ"0 pf the seoQions). Measure-

ment was made of pne axis, by $hp direct method, on a uni-

versal-stage polarizing mirosoppp. Respits are presented

in Table 10, and Fig. 10,

Taglg 10.

Average Fayalite (Fe 2 si) gopeent of

Avsrago liqp

Chondrite % F095i94

Agen 24

Aldsworth (Plate I) 29.

Alfianello 8

Aumitres 48

Olivine in 15 Chondrites

% Chondritic

Structure

25

43

9
2
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Figure 10. Compositions of Olivinle in Fifteen Chondrites
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Cyrthitana (Plate IV)

Lissa (Plate 1X)

Mauerkirchen

Milena (Plate VIII)

Ronazzo (Plate VI)

Sear smont

Seres (Plate III)

Soko-Banj a

Tieschitz (Plate Va)

lateQr (Plate VII)
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Aversge $eg0

] Fe2S 104

22

25

15
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18

6

23

10W

14,

$ Chondritic

Structure
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8

9

11

16

100

28

34

54

100

20

If the olivine Ii the phondruleg was initially

pure forsterite (M62 SI9 4 ), " $t Mpst have been if the

chondrules formed in a reducipg atmgsphere and if they

were deposited in a mstrix copltging pxidized iron, we

would expect the system to attain chemical equilibrium

(i.e., oxidized iron and mgneipi s ilicates would dis,

appear in favor of more ferrotq stgqteq, unless the

system were deficient In $S02 ) if it were subjected to

metamorphic temperatures (>A qut 500C0 ) fpr any length

of time. Thus, we could exppet Qply the uppermost (un-

metamorphosed) layers of the propospd sequence of chon-
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drites to contain iron-free olivine.

The two points representing Renazzo and Tieschitz

in Fig. 10. appear to indicate this sort of relationship.

Not enough sections of high percentage chondritic structure

were measured to yield a conclusive answer. Since the

attainment of coherence in a sedimentary chondrite would

necessarily involve some small amount of recrystallization,

the more interesting chondrites (those composed of un-

reacted chondrules and dust, hence extremely friable)

would rarely survive passage through the earth's atmosphere.

A more definitive experiment would be to obtain

several friable, unrecrystallize , non-carbonaceous chon-

drites, such as Renazzo, separate the chondrule and dust

fractions, and analyse them c1lemically. The more purely

sedimentary the chondrites, the more meaningful the results

would be.

A significant observation with respect to the above

was made by Prendel (1893). In examining the chondrite

Grossliebenthal, he found orthopyroxenes of varying compo-

sition in coexistence. Specifically, the chondrules

contained relatively iron-free enstatite, the matrix hypers-

thene. This could be interpreted in several ways. It is

just what we observe in igneous rocks, where the larger,

earlyformed crystals are magnesian, the later ones in-

creasingly ferrous. If the chondrites have been correctly



interpreted as sediments which have undergone varying

degrees of metamorphism, however, Prendel's observation

is in agreement with the postulated chondrule and dust

fractions.

These two fractions could not account for the denser

inner planets, since the pure chondrule fraction considered

would contain only about 30% metal phase. However, with

the three-fraction model originally outlined in Table 8,

an increase in the content of irQn chondrules could

achieve the 71% metal phase content for Mercury inferred

in Table 9.

8. Accretion. Little will be paid about the process

of dust and chondrules accreting into planets. One point

is worth mentioning, however. It has been pointed out by

Urey (1952) that a "sticking agent" is required to make

the colliding planetesimals cohere until large enough bodies

accumulate to possess perceptible gravitational fields.

Urey postulates that water and ammonia just below their

freezing points act as the "sticking agent". Hoyle (1955)

suggests oxygenated hydrocarbons (i.e. pitch).

One other possible "sticking agent" might be con-

sidered. The writer has postulated a system containing

a sizeable fraction of colloidal silicate dust, perhaps

with various gases adsorbed on it. Conceivably, conditions

might have allowed this dust to coagulate, to cohere by
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virtue cf its high surface energy. In Renazzo (Plate VI),

the manner in which chondrules are separated from one an-

other by the matrix suggests that each had accumulated a

layer of the black matrix material before they were brought

together. Possibly the chpndrules in general did gather

such coatings, of various t1icknesses, which then caused

them to cohere to one another on colliding.

Briefly, then, the following history of the terrestria

planets is suggested.

a) The existence of a turbulent gaseous nebula,

containing chondrules and fine duet in suspension,

b) The gradual flocculapion pf the solid material

into bodies with palpable gravitational fields. Only

six attained significant size - the present terrestrial
*

planets, and two bodies in orbits outside of Mars. All

their orbits would have low eccentricity, and collisions

would be improbable or impossible.

c) Simultaneously, the accretion of the major planets

from water and ammonia, at distances from the sun where

these can exist as condensed phases.

d) Finally, the capture qf vIrtually all the nebular

gases (mainly H2 and He) by upiter and Saturn, after these

planets gained sufficiently massive gravitational fields.

*
Admittedly contrad~.ctory to Sode's 'law'.

l
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e) After removal of the suspending gaseous medium,

the "cleaning up" of most residual chondrules and dust by

planetary capture, solar light pressure, and the Poynting-

Robertson effect,

f) With the growth of Jupiter and its gravitational

field, the perturbation of the outermost terrestrial planet

into a more eccentric orbit,

g) After many years, the col4ision of the outermost

planet with the next inner gne, disrupting both, and

forming the present asteroid belt.
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III. ION-CH ONDIT|S AND THE PARENT

METEORITE PLANET

A. OBSERVATIQNALJ IATA QN NON-CHONDRITES

1. Classification, Mineraloy. Textures. Achondrites,

stony-iron and iron meteorites are emtracedby the term

"non-chondrites", These have coarser textures and more

verted mineralogies than 4id the chondrites. Hence they

are generally classed according to observable mineralogy

and texture, rather than by buJk phemistry and texture,

as were the chondrites. Again Prior's (1953) classifi-

cation is employed. The different types of non-chondrites,

with their mineralogies Pnd q~qprved frequency of falls are

presented in Table 11.

A number of minerals are oited in Table 11 which were

not described previously (Tabls 2); characteristics of

these new minerals may be f und in Table 12.
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Properties of Non-chondrites

Type Principal Minerals

(m=MgO/FeO; f=content

of Nickel-Iron; n a

Fe/Ni in metal)
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(Prror, 195; Smith,

Acessory Minerals

ACHONDRITES

Ca - poor or

Ureilite Olivine, m=4-5;

clinobronzite, m=8-12

Oldhamite nodules,

containing osbornite

oqtahedra (Bustee);

Ni-poor niQcel-iron,

troilte, forsterite,

plagioclase (oligo-

class)

Niogel..iron, 5.5-8.5%

diamond (microscopic)

Enstetite, clinoenstatite
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1950; Farrington, 1915; Leonard, 1956; Foshag, 1941)

No. of Terrestrial

falls Igneous

Equivalent

"Chondritic" AchondrItes

6 Enstatolite Bl#de4 enstst.te crystals up

tq 4. om (Shalloweter).

Usuaily Intensely brecciated.

Pee Busteo, Plate XXII

2 --- Novo Vrei: grains of olivine

an4 pyroXene in a fine matrix

consistin~g of ?4Ickel-iron, gra-

phte, and eontaining diamond.

Goalpara (see ]ilate XIX) con-

sists of 1-2 mm aggregates of

extrmely fine silicate grains.

Thee aggregates are in turn

aggreoated in an opaque black

matrix.



IPrincipal Minerals
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Accessory Minerals

mphoterite l0ivine, m22; Plagioclase (labradorite)

k hypersthene, m=2-3

Diogenite Hypersthene, m=2-4 Plagtoojase (bytownite),

tridysite

bhassignite Olivine, mc%12 Rare mqskelyp1ite

like subotance In

inter;;oes.

Ca rich or

Angrite Augite (purple,

pleochroic, lime"

rich, aluminous;

ni=2.5; contains

2% TiO2

Nakhlite Diopside, m=1.5; Plagiolase (9ligo-

minor olivine, clase-andesins),

m = 0.5

Plagioclase

(bytownite-

anorthite),

Tridgptte, augite,

hypersthese (Moore

County);

Type

Sucrite



Terrestrial

Igneous

Equivalent

00
Remarks

KSee Manbhoom, Plate XVI,

Hypersthenite Usualy brecoated

2 Dunite Uniformly granular structure.

"Basaltic" Achondrites

1 Augitite Fine grAined, friable

1 Lherzolite

Diabase Has tpe same pphitic texture (idio-

morphiq laths of plagioclase, in-

o. of

falls



Type

iEuorite

I(cont.)
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Principal Minerals

clinohypersthene, ) Qr
)

hedenbergite )pieoilte,

m(bulk analysis)=O.5-1

Accessory Minerals

Olivine

Sherghottite Maskelynite (andesine glass), Magnetite

diopside, ) or
)

olinohypersthene )pigeonite

Howardite Anorthite, Olivine

Hypersthene,

clinohypersthene

m(bulk analysis)=. 7-"2.5



Terrestrial

Igneous

Equivalent
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4emarks

terstiia, pyroene) and mineralo-

gy as terrestrial diabase. Uniform

chemical compQoition, near that of

Sudbury norite, Usually brecciated.

Moore Pointy lacks ophitic texture;

fa rio paysis indicates mineral

layering, interpreted as settling

on the ftQpr pf a magma chamber

(Hess sad 4enderson, 1949). Plagio-

clase Qften shows the effect of

mechan4eal s1rain. See Stannern,

Plat e XIVI

Ophitic texture, as above; the mas-

kelynite is pseudomorphous after idi-

omorphic plAgioclase.

1- Not a distinct type of "achondrite;

aotuglly a polymict breccia, con-

sisting mostly of fragmented eucrite.

See Jfrgnkfort, Plate XVII

NO. of'

falis



Principal Minerals
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Aoc esory Minerals

STONY -

Pallas ite Olivine, m=4-9,

average 6.1;

nickel-iran, (kamaoite,

taenite,

plessite)

f=ll-80, average 43;

n= 5-19, average 10

Siderophyre Bronzite, m = 4 - 5;

tridymite.,

nickel-iron, f=51, n=9

Lodranite Bronzite, m=5;

olivine, m=7;

nickel-iron, f=30, nell.5

Mesosiderite Hypersthene, )
) m=2-3.3;

clinohypersthene)

olivine, m=4.1-10,

average 7.4;

(see octahedrites,

. below)

Albite (plagio-

elase in Pinnaroo

is A 0 90)s
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INo. of #erparks

falls

IRONS

2 Olivine crystals, up to I cm, are held in a

matrix of nickel.iron bearng WidmanstAtten

figures (see oot4iedrtes, below). Brenham

consists partly 9r palLasie, partly of all-
metal octahedriVe. 03v$inp often displays

crystal faces, but 4as sdges rounded off.

Grains usually sparopndeO by a layer of kama-

cite, showing iron orystallxed subsequently

to silicate.

0

(1 find)
See Steinbachi Pjat XT

1 Consists of euhpdp'l $rs #s in a matrix of iron.

7 Olivine crystals reported as lapge as 10 cm.

Structure variabl9. Iron Usually in the form

of grains, ratlher th n matr$.



Princelpal Minerals

IRONS

lHexahed-

rite

Nickel-iron

(kamacite),

NIO 7%

Schreibersite need-

les (called rhab-

dite), troilite,

daubr'elite,

graphite,

quartz,

ohrorsite
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N. of

If alls

Benarks

See Mitoy, Plate XII.

6Cntain Neumapn linog: faint traces :f: a series

of purfaces related to the Qubic y iron lattice,

thus the name t hexohpdritp', The metal other-

wise appears to be homogeneops,



Type

Octahed-

rite

Nickel-

poor

Ataxite
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Principal Minerals Accessory Minerals

Nickel-iron

(kamacite,

taenite,

plessite),

Ni = 7-14%

Nickel-iron,

NiC6%

Nickel-iron,

Ataxite Ni 7 - 14%

Nickel-

rich

Ataxite

Nickel-iron,

Ni> 14%

Schreibersite and Troi-

lite, in nodules, or

plates parallel to la-

mellae; graphite nodules.

Inclustons sometimes bor-

dered by 4amacite. Cohen-

ite; dismond, up to 1/2mm,

in Canon Diablo; daubrg-

elite; moissanite in

Canon Dtoblo, lawrencite,

quartz, chromite, olivine

Schretbersite (rhabdite)

and Qthers
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No. of Amgrcs

falls

Characterized by Widsapstat~en figures:

Kamacite lamellae Yxtergrown parallel to

111 planes of y irn lattice, hence the

term 'octahedrite', Kapiapite bounded by thin

layers of taenile; in$trst~qes between lamellae

occupied by pigssjte or gdditional finer la-

mellae, Tptaj niekpl o xten decreases as

coarseness of the ptruotpre inoreases.

1 Fine, granglar truqture.

2 Fine, gronular structure.

Thought to bp a toped optahedrites,

0 Fine, granular sructuro.

(33 finds)

29
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Plate XII.

STEINBACH, Germany.

Siderophyre

b 1+6x, Plain polarized light

1 mm.

in photograph

bbThe opaque matrix is nickelw

iron. Grains of bronzite

(MgOr/FeO = 4-5) are labelled ]b;

one shows euhedral outlines. Interference colors are

high (up to fourth order), because of abnormal section

thickness.

The grains labelled 2 are unidentified: they have

very low birefringence (~s .0015); maximum interference

color of first order yellow, in spite of section thick,

ness. Some of them display peculiar checkerboard twinP

ning. The mineral is abundant, comprising about 20% of

the transparent matter in the section. It is biaxial+,

2V~750 . Tridymite, which is reported to be a major

constituent of Steinbach, has a 2V of 350; none was

found in the section.
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Plate XII.

MINCY, Missouri, U.S.A.

Mesosiderite

+6x, Plain polarized light

1 mm,

in photograph

The areas of silicate are mostly aggregates of very

fine, ratidomly oriented grains (very much like those seen

in Goalpara, Plate XIX, a ureilite). Among these are in-

cluded occasional larger ((}mm.) grains of highly mag-

nesian olivine.

Metal, making up about 50% of the section, occurs

in grains, as seen in the photograph. This distinguishes

mesosiderites from the other stony-irons. The silicates

are charged with fine metal grains,
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Plate XIII.

BUSTEE, India

Polymict brecciated aubrite

46x, Plain polarized light

1 mm.

in photograph

Bustee consists of crystal fragsents up to 5 mm,
mostly of enstatite. Some forsterite crystals are

present, and a very small amount of r4etal. The brec-

ciated texture is obvious.
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Plate XIV

STANNERN, Czechoslovalgia

Monomict brecciated eporite

46x, Plain polarized light

1 mm.
- . 1 1 I

in photograph

Stannern displays the ophitic texture characteristic

of terrestrial diabases. The lighticolored gains are

plagioclase (bytownite) laths. Some are polysynthetically

twinned. Darker grains are pyroxene, densely charged with

very fine opaque matter. Some grains of hypersthene pre

recognizeable, but most of them (probably Clinqpyroxene)

are not tranparent enough to permit optical inspection.
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'MIaeral

Kmcit

ITaendte

Tble 1 ,

Jleteoritio Minera~s not Included in Tabl.e 2.

comnpoqitiofl j yptem Remarks1 " q I 1 0 I A I I I I I

e I

e

,P1ag iop1as e,

i ±fedspar)v

1askelyniit e

Fe-Ni, About

6% Ni

FeNti

I TAT

Sol.id solutiQ~I trwe.

aJlbitp (NaA1S$. Q8)

(CaA1 2 Si 2O0

(see plagO7

clase)

ph~se in the system

kamaot1te an~d taenite

(;kbo)

O1ioo1pse

Andeqline

Amorthi.1e

b 0 10

Ab7 0 An50

Ab,0OAn 70

Abl
0An 

0
An,0

Fused plasgioclase



Mineral

Chromite

Magnetite

I lmenite

Moissanite

Cohenite

Osbornite

Daubreelite

Quartz

Composition

FeCr 2 04

Fe 3Q04

FeTiO 3

sic

(FeNi,Co)3 C

TiN

FeCr
2 S4

S10
2

J48

Crystal

system

isc

hex

trt

iso

iso

4ex

2. Chemical Compositions.

Remarks

m.

m.

: Natural carborundum

h,

M. Occurs in blast furnace

slag

m.

,P Opqurs in insoluble

residue of iron mete-

orites; may have in-

verted from some other

primary polymorph.

The achondrites vary as

widely in chemistry as they dQ in mineralogy, Systematic

chemical. variations are similar to those encountered in

studies of terrestrial basic an4 ultrabasio igneous rocks.

Analyses of representatives of the different types of

- - - - - - - M I i 0 101 "W_" __ - - -
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achondrites may be found in Upey and Craig (1953). From

this source, the average of analyses of the Ca-poor and

Ca-rich achondrites respectivply are presented in Table

13, together witn the average chondrite and terrestrial

basalt, for comparison.

Table 13,

Achondrite Analyses (Urey sad Craig, 1953)

Average of Average Pf Average of Average

Chondrite Ca-poqr Ca-rqih Terrestrial

Analyses (chondritte) (basaltie) Effusive

Achondrite Aghondrite Basalt

Analyses Analyses (Daly,

1933)

S102  38.04 52.56 48.65 49.06

MgO 23.84 30.47 9,87 6.17

FeO 12.45 11.45 16.31 6.37

Fe203  0.00 0.00 1.14 5.38

A1203  2.50 1.09 .71 15.70

CaO 1.95 1.20 10.39 8.95

Na20 0.98 0.36 0.83 3.11

K20 0.17 0.1T Q.27 1.52

T102 0.11 0.12 0.50 1.36



Average of

Chondrite

Analy ses

0.21

0.25

11.75

1.34

5.73

Average of

Ca-po'lor

ondrItic)

Achondrite

Analyses

0.10

0.89

?. 68

0.17

0.96
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Average of

Ca-rich

(basaltic)

Achondrite

Analyses

Q. 10

0.4 L

(very

little)

0,57

Average

Terrestrial

Effusive

Basalt

(Daly,

1933)

0.45

1.62

0.00

There are important differences in the compositions

of chondritio achondrites and chondrites. The differences

are lessened by considering only the silicate fraction of

the average chondrite, bpt even in this case the chondrite

has about three times the content of A203, CaO and alkalis

(i.e., feldspar) found in the average chondritic achon-

drite.

Nor does the composttion of the basaltic achondrites

perfectly match that of the terrestrial basalt - the latter

has a higher content of iron, in a less oxidized state; its

content of alkalis is only about 1/4 that of a terrestrial

basalt.

2,5

H,0

Fe8
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B. QUESTIONS RAISED PY THE OBSERVATIONAL DATA

). The reltio of non.,!hondtts to-phondrites.- We

must consider three possibilitIes: $ha the chondrites and

non-chondrites formed independeitly; that there existed

primary objects composed of non-pqtondritto material, part

of which by some process of 4isrqption and re-agglomeration

came to form the chondrites; and the reverse of this, that

the primary objects were compospd of phondritic material,

part of which somehow segregatqd nto the non-chondritic

meiteorite types.

The first possibility is niot often proposed. The

observations of Wahl (195Z) on polymict breccias consti-

tute one objection to it: fragmenes of both chondritic and

achondritic matter occur in the sapp polymict breccias.

The hypothesis advanced by Prey (see II C. 1.b.

earlier) comes under the second posp3b1lity. The writer

feels it does not fully accou for the observed textures

of chondrites (II. B. 5).

If we accept the mecbanism advanced in part II for

the formation of the chondrites, or some variation of it,

then the non-chondrites must be viewed from the standpoint

of the third possibility, that they were derived from chon-

dritic matter. This course wt1% be followed in the pre-

sent treatment. Some support is lent the concept by the

results of potassium-argon dating by Geiss and Hess (1958),
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who found four achondrites to sverage about a half billion

years younger than seven chondrites,

The achondrites, with a few exceptions, are similar

botb in texture and mineralogy to the various rock types in

terrestrial basic igneous strat~form sheets. The comparison

has been made in detail by Buddington (L943); Table 14 is

condensed from this source. Tf the achondrites were, then.

derived from the chondrites, it must have been by some pro-

cess of heating and re-melting after the accretion of the

parent meteorite planets.

2. The Question of Heat. We must inquire into the

source of the heat required to melt a portion of the planet.

Four possibilities present themselves:

a) That the kinetic enaergy of i4falling matter during

the accretion process, transformed into heat, is retained

in amounts large enough to proluce local melting. Consider

an object falling from infinity tothe surface of a body as

large as the moon. Its kinetic energy before impact is

K.. = -P.E. m 2,110 joules/gmnr

= (for clinoenstatite)50,500 cal/mole;

the increase in temperature would be AT (for olinoenstatite)

0
4 2580 C, if all the kinetic energy were converted to heat

and confined to the impacting particle. For the entire



Comparative Vertical

Table 14

Sequences in Four

Duluth, Stillwater,

Minnesota Mortana

Top Granophyre Unknown

Upper Olivine Gabbrolo

part gabbro zpne

Above Olivine gabbro Anorthosite

central (anorthosite, zone

part ilmenite-mag-

netite layers)

Below Olivine Noritio

central gabbro layered

part zone

Lower Olivine Ultramafic

part gabbro zore

(peridotite

layers)

Chilled Olivine Norl2e

facies gabbro



Skaergaard, Pushveld, Similar

Greenland AfrPg Achondrites

Granophyre, Granite Tektites ?

ferrogabbros

Hypersthene- GabbrQ Pigeonite

olivine gabbros eucrites

Nprite

(aecpoites

magnettte

layers) Hypersthene

euerites

Brongitlte

(peridetite,

anorthoq~te, Diogeilites,

2 pr~te, dunite ureilites

minQr Chromtte

layers)

Olivine Noptte O1vine

gabbro eucrite

(Buddinten, 1943)Stratif orm Sheets
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pro)-sss of accretion of the moon,

2G 2
-P.E. of assembly = I - (asuming p = const.);

T = 1(258000) e 15500C

for the whole moon, if all energy wsre retained as heat.

Heiting would occur at the surface, where it would be

largely radiated off , Bgt $f the acoretion occurred over

a short period of time, and tnyojve4 the gathering in of

,;izeable aggregations of matter, rather than just loose

dust and chondrules, the ool3sioral shpck waves would

tranasmit part of the kinet.c 'energy into the interior of

the body. There attenuation of the shock waves would

ultimately transform it intp heat. Such a process might

make a major contribution tQ the temperature needed to

cause melting.

b) Urey and Donn (1956) suggest that the solid

matter from which the primary objects condensed might have

included condensed NH, CH, OI, and similar unstable

compounds. After the accumulatiQn of a layer of this

mixture, reaction would have somehow been initiated, re-

leasing enough heat to Melt a sustantial fraction of the

primary body. These free radical condense only at

temperatures below the boiling ppint of nitrogen, however,

so could not have condensed upless the sun at that time wem
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much cooler than at present. Even in this case, it would

seem that the kinetic energy of impact (a, above) would be

too great to allow the acqumujation pf condensed free radi-

cals.

c) Urey (1952) has also puggssted that the sun in-

creased in temperature at some early time, melting and even

distlling the surface of bodies then occupying the aste-

roid belt. He has since discarded the possibility of sur-

facea nelting, because the metallurgical analysis of iron

meteorites by Uhl4g (1954) ap4 the presence of diamonds

in them both point to coolipg at depth,

d) Perhaps the most qonven$ onal process of heat

generation is by radioactive disintegration. Hamaguchi,

Beed and Turkevich (1957) 4ave measured the uranium content

of four chondrites by the thermial neutron activation method,

and find an average value pf 1. X 10 grams U/gram. Allan

ard Jacobs (1956) treat the problem of radioactive heating

and melting within asteroid-siged bodies. Apparently it

is possible that radioactivity could have generated sufficient

heat to cause melting in the parent meteorite planets. A

conclusive answer would requIre knowledge of the time of

accretion of the body. Dating metheds used thus far on

meteorites have been a measure only of the last period of

extensive heating undergone by the parent meteorite planet

(i.e., the time of melting). On the time of accretion
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would depend two critical factors: the initial content of

fissionable material of the planet (U235 and K have half-

lives of about 109 years), and the time available in which

the heating and melting must have occurred. This may have

been as long as 109 years, since datings of the high-

temperature period in the metsorites' history have con-

sistently given ages of v4.5 X 109 years ; an upper

limit of 5.6 x 109 years is .mppseO on the accretion by

assuming that all Pb2 0 7 1s deriyed from U235 decay.

Enough heat to cause extensive 9elting might have been

provided by a combination pf iMpat energy and radioactive

heating, the central temperstgre reaching a maximum value

at some early date in the htstory of the planet, and fall-

ing off thereafter.

If radioactivity was a pignifioant factor in the heat-

ing, and bearing in mind tha some meteorites contain

diamonds, we conclude that the melting occurred in the

central portion of the parent meteorite body. This model

Geiss and Hess (1958) find the argon-potassium ages for

seven chondrites to range from 4.0 to 4.4 x 109 years;

for 4 achondrites (excludixg a sherghotite), 3.2 to 4.0 x

l0 years. Wasserburg and Hayden (1955) found, by the same

method, three chondrites to lie between 4.1 and 4.4 x 109

years. Patterson (1955) fina4 that the Pb207fPb206 method

gives ages of 4.5 t 0.1 x 109 years for two chondrites and

a howardite.
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has been considered previously (e.g., Lovering, 1957a,

1957b). Melted chondritio meterial would have con-

sisted of three immiscible phases, silicate, iron sul-

fide, and iron: the latter two would, of course, sink

to the center of the planet.

Four factors would have pperated to bring about the

subsequent cooling and crystlljzation of the liquid

phases:

a) Loss of the initial 1jeAt of impact

b) The decrease in content of fissionable material

(hence in heat generation) be radioactive decay

c) The removal of fiss ongole material from the center,

aad concentration nearer the pprface of the body by the

sinking of the iron phase, and by subsequent fractional

crystallization of the siliqatis

d) The increase in conductivty of the overlying un-

melted layers by as much as an order of magnitude, by the

recrystallization of most of it from m=consolidated dust

and ohondrules to massive rock (discussed in part II).

A consideration of the process of crystallization of

the molten silicate raises interesting questions.

3. The Question of Crystal ractionation. Extensive

study of basic igneous intrusive bodies on the earth has

lead to recognition, if not Qpmplete understanding, of
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the processes involved.

If we melted a mass of copndrtic meteorite, first

two immiscible phases, metal and troilite, would sink

to the bottom of the crucible, Then, if we very gradu-

ally cooled the melt, crystals of olivine and pyroxene,

rich in magnesium, would form and sink. With time, the

residual liquid would be enriched in iron, aluminum, and

the alkali metals. At a late stage, the remaining liquid

would correspond in composition to a eucrite. The various

layerings of earlier-f9rmed crystals would be similar to

aubrites, diogenites, chassignites, nakhlites, possible

angrites. The iron, which would have crystallized while

the silicate was still about half liquid, would of course

correspond to the iron meteorites, The troilite layer,

which corresponds to no know peteorite type, would crystal-

lize last of all.

Great discrepenwies in $he opmparison appear when we

compute the quantities of the various rock types involved.

In Table 15, the compositions of the average of ohondrite

analyses, and of Stannern, a eucrite, are given (Urey and

Craig, 1953). As an approximation to the fractionation

process, we subtract from the parent chondritic melt

(column 1) enough of the final liquid (eucritic; column 2)

to use all the CaO in the psrent melt, The residue

(column 3) corresponds to the magnesian pyroxenes and
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Table 15.

Chemistry of Fractional Crystallization

of a Melt of Meteoritic Composition

1 2 3

Average Stannern Residue, after

Chondrite (Eucrite) deriving 2 from 1

(Urey rnd Oraig,1953) (100% silicate basis)

S102 38.04 47.94 47.0

MgO 23.84 7.14 36.6

FeO 12.45 2005 14.1

Al20, 2.50 11.19 0.6

CaO 1.95 10.36 0.0

NaO 0.98 0.75 1.4

K20 0.17 0.43 0.2

Fe+Ni 13.09 ---

FeS 5.73 0.86

olivines removed during the early and intermediate stages

of cooling, except for the anom4lous content of alkali

metals.

Then the various rock types formed from the melt would

have appeared in the following proportions:



Eucrite (Col. 2)

Ultrabasics (Col. 3)

Tro il ite

Metal
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Weight %

18.8

63.2

5.7

12.3

Volume %
21.8

68.0

4.4

5.8

The volume percentages appear graphically in Figure

lla. Now consider the number pf falls, kom Table 11,

of the various types of non,-chopdrites; these should be

proportional to the volump occupied by the respective

types in the parent metegrVte planet:

Eucrites

Ultrabasics (aubrites,

diogenites, chassignites,

nakhlites, angrites)

Tro ilite

Metal (irons, pallasites,

ureilites*, siderophyres,

lodranites**)

Falls

14

15

0

Percentage, on basis

of Metal = 5.8

1.9

2.0

0.0

5.8

Assumed to be related to the iron core because of their

content of diamonds.

**
Mesosiderites will be considered separately.



Figure- 11. Proportions of Non-.chondrites

Eucrites

Ultrabasics

Troilt4
Metal

Derived from chondrite

by melting and frac-

tional crystallization

On the basis of falls

(calculated so metal

phase equals that in a.)
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The number of falls is plotted in Fig. lib. The proportions

of meteorite types encountered in the two cases bear no re-

semblance to each other. From this we conclude that either

a) The model under consideration, that of the non-chon-

drites having been formed by melting chondritic rock, is

completely wrong, or

b) the proportions of zneteorite types based on falls

are enormously biased; that, relative to the number of irons

which are seen to fall,

100% of troilite meteort$es

97% of ultrabasic igneops 4condrites

91% of eucrites

are for some reason missing from the record. Before this

second alternative is dismissed, it will be interesting to

consider perhaps the most puzgling agpeot of the meteorites

as we know them.

4. The Question of Pressure, In Fig. 12, the equili-

brium curve along which diamond and graphite can coexist,

on the basis of thermochemical data (Rossini and Jessup,

1938) is plotted. The diamond-bparing octahedrites and

ureilites must have occupied pressures and temperatures

above this curve until the disruption of the parent mete-

orite planet. Why were they at such high pressures? Pre-

sumably because they were at the center of a planet, and
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covered by an overburden of considerable thicknes. Since

we have samples of the iron core, it seems likely that

In the stony meteorites we also bave samples of the over-

burden.

It has been observed that terrestrial rocks of basaltic

composition, when subjected in the earth to pressures of the

order of 10,000 bars, undergo a series of phase changes

approximated by the reaction (Turner and Verhoogen, 1951):

3CaA121208 + 2NaAS1 3 0 8  (labradorite)

basalt + 3Mg280I4  (forsterite)

+ nCaMg(SiO 3 )2  (diopside)

3CaMg2Al2 (S94)3 (rossularite-pyrope garnet)

eclogite + 2NaAl(SiO 3 )2 + nqAMg(iO3 )2  (omphacite pyroxene)

+ 2 SiO2 (coesito)

An upper limit on the pressure (at any given tempera-

ture) at which this reaction takes place has been set by

the experimental study of the resction

NaAlSi 08 (albite) + NaAl8iQ4 (nepheline)

2 NaAl(SiO 3 )2  (jadeite)

by Robertson, Birch and MacDonald (1957). The equilibrium

curve for this reaction is also plotted in Fig. 12. Mete-

orites containing feldspar cpnnot have occupied positions in
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the plot above this curve.

4t us consider a hypothetioal parent meteorite planet,

just large enough for diamond to be stable at its center.

We wvill assume a thermal gradient in the planet, at the
*

timAe of disruption, as shown in Fig. 12. This gradient

requires that all heat generation take place in the outer

layers of the planet; and along with the total size of the

planet, was contrived to minimize the percentage of plane-

tary matter which would have been subjected to conditions

where the eclogite assemblage was the stable configuration.

In Fig. 13, pressures are converted to depth (making

the approximation that p T conat, in the body), and we are

able to see that no matter what planetary model we assume,

norder for diamond to be qt g in e ce nter of a planet,

rouhly half the volume of Q a et (at least) must have

The central temperature and pressure (6750C and 3x104 bars)

assumed is in disagreement with that ( (400 0C, 105 bars) which

Uhlig (1 954) finds on the basis pf metallographic study of

the iron meteorites. Two factors, which were not taken into

account in his study, might significantly alter the inferred

temperature and pressure. 1) Diffusion rates in solids are

decreased by the application of pressure. 2) Besides the

dT/dP effect considered by Uhlig, the application of pressures

as high as 105 bars might be expected to affect a phase di-

agram by causing phase boundaries to change in slope, sta-

bility fields to shrink, eto.



been within the stability je1d Rt the eclogite minerals.

The embarrassing fact Iq that pg meteorites are known

to contain eclogite minerals. And of All the classified

meteorite falls, aggregating 633, oly 46:

2 Urpilitpa

2 Chapsgp4tep

1 Anigrite

2 PallaasiW

1 Lodranite

38 Wrons

are free of pJagioolase fejdspsr, )spee ould exist un-

changed in the eclogite st"iliy field,

So we see that at least 90% Pf the metegrite falls

must have come from the outer halt of the volume of the

parent planet -- only 7% opu;4 have existed in the in-

terior half. Of this 7%, 6% Are tr'pis, hence presumably

were at the core --- thqre is an almost complete deficit

of meteorite types which could have occupied the 50% of

volume overlying the core!

This lends credibility to the al~ernative conclusion

considered in the last seotigp, that the meteorite falls

are not representative of thq atquda4fes of meteorite types

in the parent body.

What f actors woud isn4 to btam the proportions of

meteorite falls? For one thirg, the behavior of the
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different types of rock during disruption of the parent

planet; for another, their behavior during passage through

the earth's atmosphere. Neither process can be discussed

in any detail, but both will depend on the strength and

coherence of the meteorites. We can make some statements

about relative strengths of me1eorite types derived from

sudden disruption of the planet model discussed thus far.

a) The ultrabasic achondrites would be inherently

more weakly aggregated than the iron and stony-iron

meteorites, the troilite meteorites, and the recrystallized

chondrites. The crystals comprising the ultrabasic achon-

drites froze in the body of the silicate melt, then sank

to the floor, forming 'sedimentary' layers, bonded by the

small amount of residual melt in their interstices. The

crystals of the other meteorite types grew in place, form-

ing stronger interlocking fnbrios.

The eucrites grew not by crystal settling, but by

freezing in place. The textures of eucrites (see Stannern,

Plate XIV) corresponds closely to terrestrial diabases,

which are always found in shallow dikes and sills. Presum-

ably, during the late stages of cooling, some of the late

residual liquid was intruded into joints and faults in the

overlying solid chondritie 'mantle'; the remainder cooled

in place. We have only qne pample of this latter meteorite

type, the Moore County eucrit (Henderson and Davis, 1936;
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Hess and Henderson, 1949), which has a eucritic miner-

alogy, but a coarser itxture, and an oriented, non-ophitic

fabric which suggests crystal settling. Its grains are

very weakly bonded.

b) The crystals which grew under high pressure must

expand instantaneously at the moment of disruption. If

they expand anisotropically, as all crystals except those

in the isometric (cubic) system will, and if they are

randomly oriented in the meteorite, the sudden expansion

will exert a weakening, dispppting influence on the

aggregation*. The irons would not suffer from this effect,

for they are composed of Xamacite and taenite, which have

cubic symmetry; nor would the stony-irons, where the an-

isotropically expanding grains of o)ivine, etc. are en-

cased in iron, which because of its malleability can adjust

to the differential expansion, In the deeper igeneous achon-

drites, this expansion might consistantly shatter their in-

For quartz, at 750C,

AL/L 0 w .0119 parallel to o

!'.0171 perpendicqlar to c

for AP = -20,000 bars (Bridgman, 1928). The effect is of

the same order as heating 9 pock to 10000C and quenching

it instantaneously, except that the analogue involves both

expansion and contraction.
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itially weak bonding. Chassigny, one of the two chassig-

nite falls (which should have been one of the most abun-

dant types, according to the crystal fractionation model)

"scratches glass, but with difficulty, because of its

tendency to crack and be prushed beneath a weak pressure"

(Damour, 1862).

c) The troilite meteorites wquld suffer from two

effects: anisotropic decomprpssion, and passage through

the earth's atmosphere (troil.te melts at 11930C, the lowest

temperature of any important seteoritic mineral). It is,

of course, questionable whether thjese would serve to

completely eliminate the troillte Meteorites from the re-

cord, both of falls and finds.

d) Recrystallized phondritps would be relatively

durable, having come from lessor pressures than the ultra-

basic chondrites, and having more close-knit metamorphic

textures. Shallow intrusive eucrites also satisfy these

conditions. Shallower chondrktes, only partly recry-

stallized, could not as frequently make their way intact

to the earth's surface.

C. THE PARENT 1!TFORITE PLANET

The preceding consideration of relative integrity of

the meteorite types seeps in appordance with the postulated

bias in numbers of types seen to fall. After a brief
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r ,veV of the central-melting model, several hitherto

neglected meteorite types will be considered in the

light of this model.

1. Review of Central-Meltipg Model.

a) Homogeneous sphere, R r 1000- 2000 km (somewhat

smaller than the moon), composed of chondrules and

dust; at a uniform, (moderately high?) temperature

from impacts sustained during accretion.

b) Cooling at shallow depths, heating in interior from

radioactive disintegration; mnelting of the interior

(~, 50%) of the body.

c) Separation of a liquid iron phase, which sinks to the
*

center, a liquid troilite phase which overlies it

and a liquid silicate phase between the troilite and

overlying unmelted chondritio material.

d) Beginning of cooling; settling of early-formed mag-

The concept of a sulfide zone between the iron core

and silicate mantle in the earth was introduced by

Goldschuidt (1922), who pointed out the analogy bet-

ween the earth and metallurgical smelting processes.
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nesian olivine on top of treilite layer,

e) Crystallization and settling of the bulk of the sili-

cate magma as olivinoa and pyroxenes, leaving great

thicknesses of chassignite and later diogenite; resi-

dual liquid becomes euoritic in composition. Crystal-

lization of iron core. Jecrystallization of deeper

portions of the unmelted phondritic material.

f) Faulting and jointing ipa thp 4nelted chondritic

layers; intrusion of eueritic dikes. Cooling in place

of the remaining silioae selt, Crystallization of the

troilite layer.

g) Coll4s ion and breakup, involving almost complete de-

struction of the deep-sested igneous rocks.

2. Enstalite Chondrites and AubZtes. The enstatite

chondrites (see Khatrpur, Plate X) are puzzling. Their

silicate fractions do, indeed, consist almost wholly of

enstatite. From the almost complete eradication of chon-

dritic structure in them, we infer that they occupied

positions low in the unmelteo sequence. Possibly they

might have comprised the "Oqilirg" of the magma chamber.

If so, the enstatite chondrites might have gained their

mineral composition by react4ng with the melt at a time

when enstatite was the soltd phase in equilibrium with it.

That themelt was once in this state is attested by the
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Plate XT.

bLUNPKIN, Georgla, U.S.A.

Crystalline sphorical hypersthen-

chondrite

46x, Plain polarized light

inp o

An..excellent Ilustration of

recrystallisation In chondrites,

Two radiating orthopyroxene chondrsles (4) tire aeon in

all stages of recrystallization, from fine, uniformly

fibrous to coarsely granular orthopyropxne, Recrystall-

ization makes apparant the amoun$ of finely disseminated

iron which was contained in the chondrules.

Larger matrix grains are usually olivIne; the opaque

areas are nickel-iron.
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Plate XVI.

MANBHOOM, India

c Monomict Brecciated Amphoterite

46x, Plain polarized light

1 mm.

in photograph

Manbhoom consists of an sgg-

g regation of extremely fine groins

of silicate (<.02mm), much like

those that comprise Goplpara and

Mincy, ureilite and mesosiderite respectively. Occas-

ional coarser grains of olivine and orthopyroxene may

be recognized. Several relict chondrules are to be

seen in this unusual matrix, faded, but unmistakeable.

One may be seen at a in the photograph. The area I is a

finely pulverized gouge, containing some larger angular

particles. Metal occurs in grains as large as 1 mm, but

most of it is in fine particles, disseminated through

the silicate.
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Plate VII.

FRANXFORT, Alabama, U.S.A.

Howardite

m 4+6x, Plain polarized light

1 mm.

in photograph

A good example of a polymict

breccia. Most of the field in the

photograph is a fine gouge, con-

taining broken crystals, up to 1mm,

of orthopyroxene and olivine (largely the former).

e is an area of eucritic compos.tion, displaying the

characteristic ophitic texture. Sharp boundaries against

the surrounding gouge indicate that e had completely cry-

stallized at the time of brecciation, m, however, is sep-

arated from the gouge by an indistinct, re-entrant out-

line, and is extremely fine grained (plagioclase laths

are recognizeable). Apparantly it was liquid during

brecciation. No fragments of chondrites, or grains of

metal, can be seen in the section.





Plate XVIII.

ST. MESNIM, France

Polymit brecciated intermediate
m

hypersthene-chondrite

4 6x, Plain polarized light

in photograph

Part of the section (not

visible in photograph) is an

orthodox chondrite, little re-

crystallized, m was clearly molten silicate at the

time of brecciation-- note the re-entrant contact,

and chilled border, The laths are not feldspar, but

appear (from birefringence) to be olivine, such as that

seen in the uppermost chondrule in Plate IV. Hence the

melt was not eucritic, but of a composition having a

higher melting-point than eucrite. The opaque area at

the bottom of the photograph is part of a 3 mm metal

grain, whose shape indicates that it too was liquid

during brecciation.
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Pla te XIX

GOALPARA, India

Ureilite

46x, Plain polatized light

1 mm.

in photogrpph

Goalpara is a collection of particles, 1 - 2 mm,

with rounded edges, of two types: 1) consisting of an

agglomeration of extremely fine si~lcate crystals, as

the transparent areas in the photograph; and 2) single

crystals of olivine and orthopyrogene, Oenself charged

with fine iron grains. The extensive opaque matrix

Joining the major particles contains much finely

disseminated iron, but consists largely of some other,

non-reflecting opaque substance.
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existience of aubrites. We might surmise that this was

the terminal stage of cooling, since the enstatite chon-

drite ceiling (?) has not undergone further reaction, and

since the aubrites contain oligoclase, a feldspar much

more sodic (hence later) than the bytownite-anorthite of

the eucrites. On the other hand, Mg rich minerals always

crystallize early, becoming progressively more ferrous

during crystal fractionation. It is unthinkable that

the final liquid in the crystallization of a basic magma

should have the composition of enstatite (although enstatite

pyroxenite veins are frequently observed to cut earlier,

more ferrous peridotites). No reasonable explanation for

the existence of enstatite chondrites suggests itself.

3. The Stony-Irons. Ureilites. The existence of sili-

cate crystals suspended in (still liquid) nickel iron is

very difficult to explain. It seems unlikely that crystals

settling to the floor of the magma chamber would submerge

themselves to any degree in 1iquid iron; in addition, the

model considered interposes a troilite layer at the inter-

face.

The stony-irons might be more understandable if it could

be shown that the silicates crystallized within the iron

melt, rather than without. The presence of finely dis-

persed particles of solid oxides (e.g., S10 2 ) in liquid
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steel is a familiar (and unwelcome) phenomenon. The

particles are too small for grAvity to effectively

remove over economic periods of time (Schenk, 1945,

p. 531). During the melting and differentiation of the

interior of a planet, the metal phase would certainly

have the opportunity to become charged with such impuri-

ties. A much longer period of time would be available

for gravity to remove them, but the force of gravity near

the center of the planet woulj be very small.

Metallurgical practice is to act to increase the FeO

content of the steel, thereby causing the S102 to melt

as ferrous silicates; in liquid form, the particles soon

coalesce into droplets large enpugh for gravity to effective-

ly remove.

It is possible that the complpx process of crystal-

lization of the core might have given rise to conditions

which favored such a "purging" of the iron of finely dis-

seminated, highly magnesian silicates, in the form of

liquid globules of somewhat more ferrous silicate. Crystal-

lization of these globules could account for the rounded-

off form of the olivine crystals in pallasites.

Ureilites are described in Table 11. Their finely

polycrystalline textures could have been produced by some

type of agglomeration of the dispersed silicates, not in-



involving melting.

4. Howardites. breccias. These are presumably pro-

duced during faulting of the solid rock It the planet, in

the case of the howardites involving the introduction of

eucritic magma along the fault plane. Wahl (1952) in-

terprets the polymict breccias as sediments, but thin

sections of Petersburg and Frankfort (see Plate XVII)

(howardites) bear closer resemblance to fault gouges.

Petersburg contains one particle of a distinctive type

which has been broken and the fragments somewhat separ-

ated, all in a matrix of finely p4lverized silicate.

St. Mesmin, classified as a chondrite, contains

also several irregular blobs of rapidly chilled lava

(see Plate XVIII). This might have been associated with

igneous activity, or it may have been due to local heat-

ing by mechanical energy during the breakup.

5. Sherghotttes are eucritic dike rocks, in which

plagioclase glass is pseudomorphous after ophitic plagio-

clase. Here an interesting tale is recorded. The rock

must have been reheated, since the plagioclase has ob-

viously once been crystalline. It must have been heated

impulsively, as by a mechanical shock, or (effectively)

by the release of pressure from a eucrite barely below its

melting point, because slower heating would have caused

eutectic melting at the grain boundaries, rather than
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complete melting of one of the mineral phases. And it

must have cooled rapidly, in order to prevent cryst'al-

lization of the molten plagioolase. The process may very

likely have been associated wtth the breakup of the planet,

but a satisfactory explanation is not immediately obvious.

6. Mesosiderites. These, conprising the majority of

the stony-iron falls, have not been considered with the

other stony-irons. The mesosl4erites differ fundamentally

from the pallasites, siderophyres and lodranites:

a) In their major minerals; the mesosiderites have

mineralogies corresponding closely to the ehondrites.

They contain feldspar, hence would not have been-

stable in the lower 50% of the proposed planet, where the

diamond-bearing octahedrites and ureilites must have occurred,

and where it is inferred that the other irons and stony-

irons occurred.

b) In accessory minerals (see Table 11).

c) In texture - the mesosiderites usually consist of

a uniform granular aggregate of silicates and iron (see

MIncy, Plate XII), rather than the euhedral-silicates-in-

iron-matrix fabric seen in the other stony-irons.

One possible explanation is that the mesosiderites

represent the core of the second, smaller parent met-

eorite planet (supposedly t1ze outer, low iron group planet).
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Because of its smaller size, melting might have taken

place only at the centqr, Ln4 $here only incompletely,

Just enough mobility might have been obtained to allow

a concentration of iron towar the o enrer, the final pro-

duct being a rock such as Minoy.*

7. Occluded Gases and the 04agnagepg Condrites.

WVight (1876) found that Ph9ndrites, on being heated to

redness, emitted about tw.oe $4eir 9wV voluses of gas

(Cold Bokgeveld, a carbopaceous chondp'ite, pver twenty

times its volume). Speotrosqopio examination of the

gases indicated that they 0onsiste mainly of CO2 and

CO, and also contained W2' N2 an PH4*

These gases may be idernttfie4 with those postulated

to be adsorbed on the dust fraction before accretion

(part IT). The central melting, aid stropg thermal grad-

ient imposed on the unmelted qhondrgte sequenoe would cause

an outward diffusion of these gases. On more massive

planets, they would be ret4nej azd modified as atmospheres.

In the parent meteorite planet, snce the surface is at

very low temperature, typ ppwgr4-diffusing CO2 must

eventually reach a depth at yfhtoh the temperature allows

the reaction

CO2 + 2Fe (met) # 2e + C (free carbon)

to proceed to the r~ght. Representatives of this depth
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would be the carbonaceous chondritps, with their high

content of carbon and oxidized iron, and low content

of metallic iron. The high percentage chondritic struc-

ture and friability of this class of chondrites attests

to the shallow depth at which the reaction occurred.

8. Amphoterites. These often show relict chon-

drules; the thin-section of Manbhoom contains several,

one of which appears in Plate XVI. The mineralogy and

chemistry of amphoterites correspond to those of chon-

drites, except for a low content of metallic iron. It

would appear that these are a special case of the (re-

crystallized) chondrites, and should not be grouped

with the achondrites.
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IV, rUMMARY

Unless we have completply misinterpreted the meaning

of meteorites, we have in them4 a vslyble key to studies

of the origin and evolution of $he earth, and possibly to

the formation of the solar system,

The writer has been gu 4ea by the convictions that

1) the ever-inoreasing amounts of valuable chemical and

isotopio research on meteorites should be sppplemented

by a good, hard look (i.e., pstrpgraphic) at the subjects

of the study; 2) that, since the mpteorites are

petro.ogy should be one Qf the most important disciplines

involved in their study; and 3) that petrography and petro-

logy are helpful only when oppaidpped in the context of the

whole, complex problem of plmeqary genesis. This last

conviction has unfortunateLy ed to consideration of such

a diversity of phenomena that none are covered in adequate

detail,

The petrography of the Tgpeprites poses several

questions; possible answers, a few suggested by the writer,

were considered:

Are the chondrites, with their wxique type of texture,

analogous to terrestrial roogs? The possibility is explored

that they correspond to sedimentary and metamorphic rocks.

Where did the chondrules Qpse frem? It is postulated

that they were primary objects whch condensed during the
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formation of the solar system, and this complex process

investigated. It seems possible that the proposed model

can account for the densities of the terrestrial planets.

If the achondrites are indeed analogous to terrestrial

differentiated basic igneous rocks, why do they not fall in

numbers proportionate to the expected volumes of the various

rock types?

If the center of the parent meteorite planet is at high

enough pressure to produce diamonds, where are the eclogitic

mineral assemblages which should have occupied the interior

of the planet? It is suggested that much of the interior

of the planet was composed of chassignites and dipgenites,

which were more effectively pulverized during disruption

of the planet than were the overlying chondrites.

Fig. 14 is a cross-section of the parent meteorite

planetaccording to the various proposals advanced.
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